
Worlds Plot 711 

Chapter 711: 13.12 – Missed Star – Not an hallucination. [M] 

Ye Qiuji reached out nervously as he removed Long Xie’s mask, the latter was removing his mask for him 

as well. When each appearance was revealed. Ye Qiuji can see the handsome man’s features before 

him, cold and hard, the contours deep beneath the lamp’s illumination. A fierce light leaped in his eyes. 

Long Xie can see this temptress that hunted his dreams for days. Crimson eyes drenched with endless 

tears strolling down his cheeks like the never-ending falls, this is a scene of his mistake. He’s a failure. 

His sin and his nightmare. Long Xie’s tears suddenly fell as he dazedly looked at Ye Qiuji’s eyes. 

Seeing his husband’s cries, Ye Qiuji remembers that each time this strong man cried the reason has 

always been because of him. Once he got kidnapped in the first world. When he got covered with 

countless injuries in the second. At the third when this man felt he had wronged him. 

In the last world when I tried to push him away and now when he remembered that he almost breaks 

my heart when he questioned my love. But Ye Qiuji couldn’t blame him, unlike him, this man entered 

reincarnation without any memories of their past lives. 

Only his possessive love for me remains engraved within every cycle of his rebirth. Ye Qiuji knew how 

much this man loves him. It is because he knew that he always forgives this person no matter how many 

times he was wronged. Ye Qiuji gently wipes the tears of his man with a tranquil smile on his lips, he 

kisses his sweetheart’s eyelids. 

Ye Qiuji softly calls, “A’Xie...” 

Long Xie suddenly opened his eyes full of doubt as he stared at him. The smile on Ye Qiuji’s lips widens 

and before could speak another word his lips were captured by those pair of aggressive lips, his tongue 

pushed past his teeth deep into his throat, deep and crazy, he seemed to want to swallow him alive. 

..... 

A huge hand blocks his way to escape from behind, pushing forward deepening this violent kiss that 

swallows even his breath. After a long time when Ye Qiuji was finding it difficult to breathe, Long Xie 

pulled back but not much. Saliva leaked out from between their lips forming a short silver wire. 

Their lips were still touching, Long Xie’s fingers grazed his jaw and his eyes gazed into his lover’s eyes. 

Long Xie asked softly, “Tell me what you feel?” He could feel Ye Qiuji slightly trembling under his touch. 

“Tell me, hurry!” Long Xie’s fingertips slowly deepened, leaving a few pink bruises on Qiuji’s jaws. 

His man’s breath was very hot, radiating a strong taste of male hormones, it instantly invaded Ye Qiuji’s 

mind. When his husband acted wild and intense, it always made him excited. Ye Qiuji’s lust was 

triggered. He slightly parts his lips and puts his husband’s finger inside his mouth, slightly sucking every 

finger. 

Feeling the drawing force from that wet cavern, Long Xie pushed his finger deeper trying to reach his 

sweetheart’s throat. He dips his head down to his neck. Sharp teeth bite down, and Ye Qiuji cries out 

only to be blocked by his fingers pressed intensely within his mouth. 



Long Xie pulled out his fingers at the same time, finally withdrawing the sharp edges and replacing the 

attack with a small lick from the tip of his tongue. Sweet and delicious. The restless, angry mood that 

had taken over after treatment finally subsided and the viciousness of the fierce beast in his 

consciousness had been appeased. 

Once he thought he was scared of his little lover, Ye Qiuji reached out and tightly hugged his neck, 

whimpering as he rubbed his body on him. His little lover had completely fallen into the trance of 

desires. Long Xie’s beast was fully awakened at that moment as Ye Qiuji presents such a tame side of 

himself and even takes initiative to return his touch. 

“Besides me, has anyone else touched you in this way?” Long Xie murmurs, leaning up as his mouth is 

next to Ye Qiuji’s ears. 

Although Ye Qiuji’s mind was already a mess and his mind is close to empty. In his memories, he only 

knew that only his husband was allowed to touch him suggestively this way. He sensibly shakes his head. 

Evidently pleased with Ye Qiuji’s reply, Long Xie laughs, hands sliding beneath the huge hoodie even 

unbuckling his pants instantly pulling them down with his underwear. Ye Qiuji’s lower body was partially 

covered by his extra-large size hoodie barely hiding his important parts with his long white legs exposed 

under Long Xie’s predatorial eyes. nov𝗲𝓛𝔲𝗌𝔅\𝓒\o/𝓜 

He carried Ye Qiuji’s by his bottom and pressed him down on the bed. Feeling a breeze below his waist 

Ye Qiuji couldn’t help but pull down his hoodie trying to hide his legs. It was only able to cover half of his 

snow-white legs. 

Long Xie chuckles seeing this scene, a hand sliding up and down on that smooth skin on his thighs. The 

motions were done suggestively even going higher kneading the soft flesh. Ye Qiuji could only bite his 

lips to stop his moans from coming out. 

Long Xie once again asked, “Then, do you know what I want to do to you next?” 

Ye Qiuji’s unfulfilled desire made his brain swarm with uncertainty and could only shake his head 

wordlessly. Seeing his sweetheart shake his head innocently, he can only smile. He moves himself and 

part those pair of white legs placing himself between those legs. 

“It doesn’t matter if you don’t know. I will teach you.” 

Long Xie states softly as both his hands caress those milky-dyed legs up and down. His hands continue to 

travel up from Ye Qiuji’s legs to that slim tender waist going up until he touches Ye Qiuji’s perky and 

hard nipples teasingly moving his fingers around those pair of sensitive little peaks. 

Ye Qiuji couldn’t hold back his moans any longer. “AH! Um~...hah~... ah!!” 

Long Xie could see his little lover’s eyes welled with tears but unlike his nightmare when those soaked in 

tears eyes were filled with sorrow and grief, Ye Qiuji’s eyes were now full of lust and desires. Hearing his 

love’s sweet moans, the curl of passion stirring in Long Xie’s skyrockets. 

He instantly removed the only clothing left on his wife’s body. Once Long Xie saw the fidgeting bare 

figure of Ye Qiuji’s body beneath him, completely awakened the beast inside him. Any attempts of Ye 

Qiuji to struggle out of the beast’s hold were suppressed without mercy. 



Along with Long Xie’s teasing caresses and gentle pinches, Ye Qiuji finds his body gradually heating up, 

breaths coming in short pants. The indigent sensation slowly overtaking his mind makes it seem as 

though he has lost all control of his own body. The organ between his legs starts to harden, making Ye 

Qiuji feel a tad nervous and needy. 

Long Xie latches on his mouth, muffling his moans, claiming it in a kiss, tongues dancing and lips 

clashing. Ye Qiuji’s arms can’t help but reach out encircling Long Xie’s body, fingers curling as he clutches 

desperately at the other man’s back, uncurling his tied sleeping robe loosely. Revealing the tone and 

hard abs. 

By now Long Xie abandoned his swollen lips and moved onwards, pressing down the slender column of 

his neck, leaving vivid scarlet marks behind. He doesn’t stop there, tongue tracing the length of the 

collarbone sucking trail down the pale, slim chest, blemishing the flawless skin. 

One hand was firmly placed on Qiuji’s rear. The hand on his behind eventually moves after staying 

relatively passive just now finally made its moves. A slender finger moves towards the gaps between his 

ass cheeks, stroking once... twice then a single cold digit slips within. Inch by inch it entered his body 

exploring leisurely. 

Ye Qiuji stiffens and wriggles in discomfort only for Long Xie to distract him with kisses. Gradually his 

body relaxes as the initial pain fades, not putting up resistance. A second finger joins the first, a little 

more impatient this time, thrusting in and out, twisting and stretching him open. 

Unused to the intrusion, Ye Qiuji tried his hardest to relax his body as it seemed easier for Long Xie’s 

fingers to enter him as his body relaxed. A third finger is inserted not a long time after, drawing a 

startled moan of pain and pleasure. Long Xie’s scarlet eyes flash with desire, pulling his fingers out he 

took a lubricant hidden within the side table. 

With a plop, it opened and he inserted the opening of the bottle, squishing it. The cool and slick 

sensation filled his behind. Properly preparing this virgin little chrysanthemum for Long Xie who longed 

reached his limit, wrapped his hands tightly on Ye Qiuji’s waist, then pressed his erection onto that 

properly prepared hole. 

Once Ye Qiuji felt that hot and hard thing being pressed on his hole, he could only prepare to receive the 

pain of being invaded. 

“I’ve said it before. You are mine.” Long Xie whispered as he thrust his length in one go. Instantly 

piercing Ye Qiuji’s insides. 

“AAHH!” Ye Qiuji couldn’t help but scream not in pain instead because of immense pleasure. Since Long 

Xie stretched his hole, proper lubrication with the slight numbing effects. The length was thrust to the 

hilt. 

Long Xie can feel Ye Qiuji’s honey hole throbbing and his little brother being squished tightly inside. 

“Baby. I’ll start moving now.” whispered with a husky voice. 

He pinched Ye Qiuji’s hard nipples and leaned down to take them to his mouth and skillfully rotated his 

hips, pulling out a little before thrusting in once again. His movement was extremely gentle and slow at 

the same time. 



Fortunately, his little chrysanthemum was well lubricated and after a few rounds of slow penetration, Ye 

Qiuji’s little hole became wet as he had grown accustomed to being penetrated. 

Ye Qiuji’s legs flail at every slow thrusting motion of Long Xie but instead of moaning, a few dissatisfied 

pants come out of his mouth. It’s very obvious that Long Xie’s gentle way wasn’t able to fulfill the itch 

deep within Ye Qiuji. 

“Have you still not gotten used to it yet? It will feel better if I move more~” said Long Xie teasingly. He 

could see the sliding bump on Ye Qiuji’s flat belly as he thrust his cock inside. 

Ye Qiuji was used to teasing people but not the other way around. Seeing that his husband is teasing 

him he chomped on his shoulder to show him his anger. He used even more force that when Long Xie bit 

his neck before. 

Like a cornered little rabbit, he bit down in anger. Only once did Long Xie hissed in pain that they let go 

of his flesh and licked the slight blood flowing from its scratched skin. 

“A’Xie, it’s too slow. I can’t feel it at all~ are you really even inside?” Teasingly said Ye Qiuji as he 

playfully pokes at the bulge on his tummy moving at each Long Xie’s movement. “Little Xie, are you 

really there? ~” still poking... 

Long Xie’s beastly desires were set completely loose from Ye Qiuji’s teasing. His action of poking his little 

brother and asking whether it was really inside. He’s muscle flexed as he thrust into Qiuji’s at the rate he 

never experienced before, fucking him with a big, wide thrust. 

It’s too deep. Ye Qiuji felt an imaginable pleasure striking his body. The more he screamed pleasurably, 

the more the human-shaped beast above him felt aroused. Long Xie took Qiuji’s virginity today and he 

was now laying naked below him, accepting their copulation and welcoming him completely. 

Chapter 712: 13.13 – Missed Star – Reconciliation [M] 

Long Xie spread Qiuji’s legs into an M-shaped position which was instantly wrapped in his waist as he 

held that slender and flexible waist with his hands then pulled him towards his cock while he continued 

to thrust his hips, bringing him to unprecedented depths. 

“Oh! That’s good!” said Long Xie. 

Ye Qiuji wailed in these ministrations. If his husband had not been holding him, he might have flown out 

from the large force of his pounding. 

“Baby~ hold on. Your hubby is going to speed up now.” Long Xie whispered and felt the arms wrapped 

around him tighten, Ye Qiuji had longed to become a moaning mess underneath him. 

Then, Long Xie slammed into him like an insatiable beast. That hard, stiff, and big cock penetrates him 

over and over in his tiny hole. He fucked that tender body in frenzy. Ye Qiuji who was moaning nonstop 

below him could only clutch his hands on Long Xie’s back leaving countless scratches some of which 

were even bleeding as Ye Qiuji could only exert force within his hands and the rest of his body is 

complete under Long Xie’s domination. 

Ye Qiuji could only look down and see how violently the fierce beast invaded his body, pushing out more 

of the liquid lubricant and his fluids still left in his body before, wetting his lower half completely. 



While nibbling on his ears Ye Qiuji could hear his husband whispering close to his ears. “Baby, I’m going 

to... come inside~” Ye Qiuji instinctively squeezed him tightly inside as he felt a warm liquid filling him 

inside, he could help but release his own at the same time. 

..... 

After coming once his husband still continues to penetrate him. Ye Qiuji doesn’t know how long he has 

been fucked. After not sleeping for a few days straight with his nap cut short upon Long Xie’s arrival, 

Qiuji’s eyelids suddenly felt heavy and his body was still currently being fucked thoroughly by his beastly 

husband, finally, he fainted from fatigued. 

Long Xie looked at Ye Qiuji who suddenly got soft and picked him up so he could sit on his waist. 

Compared to Long Xie, Ye Qiuji’s slender body has been smaller and he could completely cage him 

within his embrace hiding him from the world. 

The last time he had seen his beloved was half a week later. He missed him so much and they’ve parted 

in a bad way. He’s been having nightmares since they’ve split temporarily but his body has been long 

accustomed to Qiuji’s presence and he could no longer bear them getting separated. 

The moment he couldn’t see him. When he couldn’t see Qiuji, Long Xie felt like losing his mind if not for 

his friend He Yuu reporting to him about Ye Qiuji’s daily life he heard directly from his own fiancée, Tang 

Ruan, who is as well Qiuji’s closest confidant that he might not control himself well and visit Qiuji 

personally. nov𝗲𝓵𝓤𝗌𝐁.𝓬\o\𝓂 

Then yesterday when he heard that Ye Qiuji will be visiting his territory that he tasked his people to 

begin the treatment right away so he could see his wife faster but it took even longer than he expected 

and his treatment ended at exactly midnight which led him to his bad mood adding the treatment’s side 

effects his mood is completely ruined and decided to sleep early to meet his sweetheart as soon as the 

morning ascended. 

But when he opened the door of his room, he was welcomed by the scene of Ye Qiuji sleeping peacefully 

on his bed. He thought he had been hallucinating about the medicine’s side effects and was deciding to 

ignore it. 

After Long Xie sends his subordinate out, he changes his clothes preparing to sleep but his sweetheart’s 

illusions didn’t disappear. He was going to let him fall into his own hallucinations which is why he 

cornered the figure of Qiuji by the gaps of the window, staring in fear of his illusions suddenly 

disappearing. 

He doesn’t know why but his soul quivers at the thoughts of his love suddenly disappearing as if he lost 

him once before. He tried to get even closer to Qiuji’s figure which is supposed to be a result of his 

hallucinations wanting to get closer but afraid of touching. Which is why he didn’t dare to hug his figure 

and only tried to get closer. 

He closes his eyes wanting to wallow within his own illusions but reality struck him dumbfounded. He 

smells an extremely familiar fragrance of sweetness and peppermint. He thought that his hallucinations 

got upgraded and felt even more realistic, so he then reached out his hands and held the figure’s jaws. 



In his heart frowned at how realistic his illusions were tonight. Long Xie’s loneliness made him want to 

indulge himself in his dream and wanted this figure of Qiuji to pamper him even in just his dreams. He 

tasked him to gently coax his beloved to remove his mask. 

In Dragon Cosmos removing each other’s mask was akin to accepting a proposal and revealing one’s 

appearance means an expression of love. How much has Long Xie dreamt of this scene with his love? 

Tears just fell uncontrollably. 

In Moonlight the face he saw beside him has always been altered but he has seen Ye Qiuji’s real 

appearance in the past. In one of the biggest space wars, he saw his lone figure, a silver battle suit 

completely covered in blood. Standing at the center of ruin, his back straight as a rod. A strong aura and 

noble atmosphere around him as if the earth is bowing before him. 

Indifferent and cold crimson irises looked down as if disdaining everything in the realm. With his divine 

beauty that is not supposed to be found in this world, he stood above the corpses, blood, and flesh of 

his land’s enemies. Like a god descending his arrival is akin to a Demonic God that protects the empire. 

At that sight Long Xie felt his soul tremble and at that screen which should be a completely different side 

of his cold demeanor, Xie felt his soul falling into entrapment. He wanted to own him, possess, love him, 

protect him, pamper him endlessly and make sure he could no longer leave his side. 

Long Xie, this Long Huangdi was completely obsessed with Ye Qiuji with his whole being. 

This is why when he felt slightly cold fingers wiping his tears gently and a tranquil smile appeared on Ye 

Qiuji’s lips, Long Xie was in denial, everything felt so real. 

The scent, the touch, and his sight he felt everything. When those lips landed on his eyebrows Long Xie 

was so delighted when felt such a loving gesture. He closed his eyes intending to end his illusions but 

only as if he was struck silly by lightning, he heard that alluring voice of his beloved. 

Realizing that not only he could see, touch and touch his beloved he could even hear his voice that 

reality struck him bad. His sweetheart’s figure within his embrace is real. Ye Qiuji is really before him, 

waiting for his return inside his own room on his own bed. 

When he saw the usual mischievous smile on those pairs of cherry lips and these usual cold eyes melted 

as he stared at him. Long Xie knew that he was right and his love really came over to see him. At that 

moment all his desires were coming out rampant. 

Present. Long Xie imprisoned Ye Qiuji within his embrace as his essence was buried deep inside his 

beloved. He grew even more excited when he felt that tight and hot cavern below squeezing him as if he 

didn’t want to let him go. 

He could feel his dick getting even bigger inside and Qiuji moaned in his sleep. His pent-up desires had 

once again awakened, thrusting into his wife’s tender hole poking even his stomach. 

When his lust and desires were not completely satisfied, he continued to ram inside Qiuji’s hole. 

Thrusting harder and harder each time, he tortured that little chrysanthemum with his huge cock until it 

was unbelievably soft and swollen. 



“It’s sucking on my dick so good. Baby~ you’re so amazing even in your sleep you instinctively accept 

your husband.” 

With his bloodshot eyes, his thighs slammed against Ye Qiuji’s butts with claps, fucking him fast and 

hard until that little hole was squelching. The two bodies were closely linked and he could even hear 

Qiuji’s tummy rumbling from his fluids stirred around. Pulling his cock out only to thrust it hard inside. 

Ye Qiuji even moaned loudly in his slumber. “AAHH~” 

With a bit more lubrication in the hole, he could go in a bit smoother, Long Xie could fuck him without 

obstructions. His juices dribble down from their fucking. He continued to pound the hole a few hundred 

times before the cavern loosened and his semen gushed wildly out from the tiny hole as he pulled out. 

After Long Xie finished ejaculating the second time, he touched the place where their bodies merged 

comfortably and gently laid down his sweetheart on the soft bed giving him a long deep kiss. Looking at 

the slightly gaping hole, Long Xie was completely satisfied seeing his own semen flowing out from the 

abused hole. 

He pulled one of Ye Qiuji’s legs and placed it on his shoulder and when his cock was hard again, he 

thrust inside back to that wet hole and started penetrating him again. Nobody knows how many times 

this encounter had occurred but it was already dawn when Qiuji woke up. 

Ye Qiuji was laying on his stomach naked while his husband constantly fucked his numbed hole tirelessly 

with his cock. 

“Awake, Baby?” 

Long Xie’s sexy voice was heard from behind and he could feel a pair of hair playing with his nipples and 

his nape being nipped. If he faced a full body mirror to look at his back, Qiuji would be able to see 

countless strawberries and bite marks scattered on his broad back. 

Ye Qiuji because of his 3S Physique didn’t really feel tired, only a bit numb and pains all over his body. 

They are both 3S Physiques possessors and even if they’ve fucked every day like rabbits, they could still 

stand up to work the next day like nothing which is why Long Xie could fuck his wife even in his sleep 

without stopping. 

“Hmm~ you’ve overdone. I can’t feel my bottom.” Complained Ye Qiuji as he tried to feel his butt only 

for the beast behind him to grab both his hands and move his hips thrusting faster. 

Qiuji could feel him stirring his inside and making a mess. A loud squelching resounded inside the room 

with Qiuji’s hoarse moans. “Ah~~ um! Hah~...” 

While working to fill up his wife’s hole, Long Xie said, “Q-Qiu’er... In the afternoon let’s meet your... 

parents... I want to... Ask for your hand... In marriage...” 

Hearing that Qiuji tightly squeezes his husband’s brother inside making Long Xie groan and cum inside 

him for the nth time. 

Long Xie. “Groans...! Baby you’re being naughty~” as he let go of his wife’s arms letting him plop back on 

the bed. 



Ye Qiuji changed position even with that huge thing inside him and faced his husband reaching out at 

him. 

“Hubby~ I feel sticky, you can continue in the bathroom. Umm~” 

Hearing his wife’s request, he pulled his arms and let him wrap arms around his neck. Slapping his butt 

cheeks gesturing him to wrap even his legs around his waist. They definitely have no intention of 

breaking their connection below. 

Long Xie carried Qiuji to the bathroom. After washing once, they had another round of bout inside. 

During lunch, they finally stop but Long Xie becomes even stickier than before. 

Chapter 713: 13.14 – Missed Star – Engagement nov𝓮𝑙𝑢𝑠𝚋/𝓬\o/𝑚 

Midday. Once Ye Qiuji and Long Xie finished eating their meals, their subordinates were all summoned 

to the palace. They met them in the living room. He Ling, He Yuu, Tang Ruan and Cao Jun all came. They 

saluted the moment the two arrived. Long Xie was holding Ye Qiuji’s hand as they arrived. 

Ye Qiuji was even yawning. “Ruru informs the clan to gather for tonight. There will be an evening 

banquet. Gather all elders and inform the Crown. They can attend if they want and not if they’ll just act 

like monkeys. I will kill anyone who dared to make a mess at our engagement party. Location: Autumn 

Cosmos. In Maple Tower.” 

The three subordinates of Long Xie were dumbfounded when they witnessed Ye Qiuji treat the Royal 

Family who lords the Empire. He treated even those royal blood as his servants to be on call. 

Tang Ruan was on the other hand used to it. “Affirmative!” he soon steps back as his tasks were already 

given. 

Long Xie first lets his wife sit before talking to his subordinates. 

Long Xie ordered, “Silly He and Ling. Gather all things on the list. Prepare everything within 3 hours. 

Then send it all to Ye Palace. Inform everyone to attend our Engagement Party. The invitation will be 

sent in an hour.” 

He Yuu and He Ling saluted in acceptance. “As you wish.” 

..... 

“Cao Jun, stay on the base and supervise the guests. Invite Ye Wusheng and his team to the Palace as 

well.” 

“... Yes...” Cao Jun was a bit brokenhearted when his task was to stay in the base to babysit while the 

others can go over to that prestigious Autumn Cosmos which is said to only allow certain guests with 

invitations to enter. 

Long Xie said. “Surnamed Cao I haven’t forgotten you’ve asked my wife to undress.” 

Once Cao Jun heard about that, he stiffened and started to panic. This instructor was horrified that the 

Emperor would take back his lenient penalty and cut off his head instead. 



Saluting while avoiding the dangerous gaze of his boss, “Your Majesty! Cao Jun will stay and protect the 

base!” 

Once the news about the Engagement Banquet of General Autumn and Long Huangdi spread within the 

Empire, urgency filled with chaos had begun. Not only within the Military side but as well within the 

Royal Palace. 

No one really expected these two Generals who hold the reins of power within the whole galaxy to tie 

the knot between the two. The whole Empire almost exploded when the news reached their ears, but 

they were unable to do anything but attend the engagement ceremony between the two giants of their 

star. 

After that night no one within the circle of Elite clans, families, and groups didn’t know that the partner 

chosen by Long Huangdi was none other than General Autumn. The civilians were also informed about 

this shocking news but since they didn’t really know the appearance of these two giants, they just kept 

in mind that Long Huangdi and General Autumn are now officially a pair. 

Of course, Ye Wusheng and his little rabbit, Tu Zise, were invited to their elder brothers’ Engagement 

Ceremony. Though they really have no idea how they got together just seeing the couple, they can see 

that they truly love each other but despite that this young couple didn’t recognize that the couple 

before them were the same couple who fed their company dog food live on stream or in their 

dormitory. 

Somewhere by the borders of the Empire, a scholar-looking handsome man with a calming smile on his 

face was watching the latest news about Long Huangdi. The latest news is about Long Huangdi’s marital 

status and engagement with someone. 

Since airing the name of General Autumn was forbidden without permission most of the reports 

reported Long Huangdi being engaged with someone but none of the names was mentioned as it was 

considered classified. 

At the same time, the same news was being played having General Autumn’s engagement with the 

same vague information about his partner. Those with brains instantly connect it to Long Huangdi but 

outsiders who knew about the world plots thought that it was the protagonist shou, Tu Zise, who Long 

Huangdi is engaged to. 

The scholarly-looking man wears a slight frown on his face showing confusion upon watching the news 

about the Protagonist Gong and the Villain. 

This man looks a bit older than the protagonist shou. He has light grayish brown hair and a pair of dull 

lavender irises. He has a calm demeanor and he looks quite intelligent with that scholarly aura of his. 

On one look they can see that this man is an intelligent type, silent and calm. He thinks first before 

making his move. 

The man with lavender eyes said, “The plot is moving fast. The plot never includes that the protagonist 

gong to first engage with the protagonist shou at this timeline. According to the timeline, both 

protagonists just met and are in the courting stage. How come the protagonist gong is suddenly engaged 

at this point? System, can you check if there is something wrong with the world plot?” 



[Wait Host let me check. According to the Main System, it seems that this world has entered into an 

error. Glitches were made making the timeline unpredictable. Informing Host that this B Class world is 

upgrading to A Class World. The main task was refreshed. Ping~ New Main Task: Kill the Bug Character – 

“Kill the Protagonist Gong”.] 

“Hm? I can kill a Protagonist directly in this world, what is happening?” 

[The Heavenly Laws found a foreign soul. It seems that the Protagonist Gong of this world is a foreign 

soul. Asking the Host to correct the World Plot. Please complete the Main Task and Eliminate the 

Protagonist Gong: Long Xie. Rewards will be upgraded as well. Completing the Main Task will be 

rewarded with 100,000 pts. Failure of the Task, The Host will receive a punishment for the next world.] 

“100,000 points!? Are you for real? There is no way you will give away this many points for no reason. 

Tell me, is this world dangerous upon upgrade?” 

[Answering to Host. The Host can die in the process. Please be careful. But if the Host chooses to not 

accept the Main Task, the Host can leave the plane as you will though there will be a penalty. On the 

other hand, if the Host completed the task not only you will be rewarded with 100,000 pts. You will also 

be allowed to redeem one item from the system mall as a special reward. Does the Host wish to accept 

this world’s Main Task?] 

“I accept. Though I want you, my system, to be on standby. At the moment this body dies, I want you to 

pull my soul out of this world immediately.” 

[Host, this system shall accept this condition.] 

A month later, the second Elimination Series was scheduled. Inside the support page of the Crossover 

Website, picks fluttered everywhere. The cartoon avatars of 300 players were framed by transparent 

hearts, and pink bubbles popped up constantly against the six-pointed star background. 

A few lines of text scrolled across the top — ‘Crossover Divination House: Test your love compatibility 

with your chosen player. Mysteries. Supernatural. Divination. Destiny. Love.’ 

“10 credits for one divination! 100 credits for 11 divinations! Light up your marriage fate with your 

chosen player! Every divination is equal to one vote! The success of your pick depends on you!” 

The 300 players on the page would perform interactions with the cursor as it moved across the page. Lin 

Lan calmly followed the cursor around, a player named Soundless was holding a selfie stick. He is a 

newly ranked up player from Moonlight who just joined Silent Night. His name is Mo Feng. 

This man looked like a calm and intelligent person with his rare lavender irises. He poked at the cursor; a 

Chibi Tu Zise bounced around with a small white rabbit. In the distance, a Chibi Ye Wusheng was 

standing near his lover, watching Tu Zise jumping around him with a little animal. Tu Zise was stunned. 

Lou Ye laughed loudly, “Looks quite similar... Haha~” his laughter came to end when he saw his little 

figure got kicked off the tree by Lin Lan. He was kicked on his butt, a text bubble ‘Owie~’ over his head. 

While Chibi Lin Lan’s text bubble only says ‘Hmph! No dinner for you tonight.’ While Silent flare’s figure 

was leaning on the tree reading a book above his head a text bubble ‘Pick me. 

Lin Lan and Others, “...???...” 



Lin Lan quickly blocked his view from the company support page. “What the heck is with this messy 

page?” 

Meanwhile, Tu Zise moves the cursor to look around. Once he saw the little figures of Ye Qiu and his 

team, they saw a Chibi Ye Qiu laying his head on Xie Long’s lap. Once they clicked on this couple’s figure 

the following text bubbles appeared above their heads. 

Ye Qiu: ‘Do you love me?’ 

Xie Long: ‘Of course! My Love!’ 

Not far from this couple’s cute avatar are Chibi Ru Tang and Chibi Tang Yuu. With avatar Ru cleaning his 

sniper rifle as he ignores the smiling avatar of Tang Yuu clinging behind him. Wusheng watched Zise click 

on the other avatars of Team Autumn Dragon. 

Tang Yuu’s text bubble: ‘Hug me, Xiao Ru!’ 

Ru Tang’s text bubble: ‘Sticky Hubby, scram!’ 

Team Silent Night was once again speechless. Not long after their training in Dragon Cosmos, Moonlight 

announced that the Team Autumn Dragon will not disband and that a new player called Soundless will 

join their team whom they met in Dragon Cosmos and had trained together, the members of Team 

Silent Night have no problems with Soundless joining their team. After all, Soundless is an all-rounder 

player. 

Tu Zise asked, “Does the company create CPs (Character Pairing)?” 

“In this team’s case, they are already a pair in reality.” Replied Ye Wusheng. 

Player Mo Feng in his bewildered state, “Eh? Xiao Tutu, aren’t you close to Xie Long?” 

Everyone from his team looked at Mo Feng with stunned expressions on their faces. Their expressions 

were saying ‘What the hell is this guy talking about?’. Even Mo Feng felt that he said something wrong 

with what he said though he didn’t know which part was wrong. 

Confused, Mo Feng asked, “D-Did I ask something wrong?” 

“Yes. Well~ we are not really close with Team Autumn Dragon. Much Less Little Rabbit (Tu Zise’s player 

name).” said Lin Lan. 

Lou Ye said, “Team Autumn Dragon was filled with elite players and they’ve rarely left their rooms. 

Unless there’s team building or team training, you wouldn’t see them much. They even cook for 

themselves.” 

Ye Wusheng looked at his teammate, Mo Feng weirdly. “Tutu and I respect Brother Xie and Brother Ye 

but aside from that, we are just competitors. Moreover, Tutu is my lover. While Brother Xie and Brother 

Ye are engaged to each other, same for Brother Tang and Brother Ru.” 

Hearing this Mo Feng knew that everything he heard from the world plot was diverted thanks to the 

foreign soul that resides within the Protagonist Gong. This is why the Protagonist Shou, Tu Zise ended up 

with this Cannon Fodder, Ye Wusheng instead of the Protagonist Gong, Xie Long. 



Mo Feng smiled, “I see. Sorry, my head is a bit muddled from training. Hehe~” 

Lin Lan asked worriedly, “Are you alright? There’s still one last lesson scheduled for today. If you are not 

feeling well you can return to the room and rest for a moment.” 

“That’s right. Mo-ge, you can leave the information gathering to me,” said Tu Zise, smiling innocently as 

always. 

“Then... I will leave it to Xiao Tutu. Captain, everyone I will retire for today.” said Mo Feng before 

returning to rests as his teammates suggested. 

Chapter 714: 13.15 – Missed Star – World Hopper 

On his way back, Mo Feng was talking to his system once he separated from his team. His calm and jolly 

impression turned serious and cold. nov𝓮𝑙𝑢𝑠𝚋/𝓬\o/𝑚 

“System, did the world plot change? If it is not the Protagonist Shou who was engaged with the 

Protagonist Gong then who was it?” asked Feng Mo to his system. 

[Host, it seems that the foreign soul’s role was diverted because he fell in love at first sight with Ye Qiu 

from his Team Autumn Dragon.] 

Feng Mo asked, “Ye Qiu? Who is this person?” 

[Ye Qiu is just a fake identity used by this person. This is the identity used by the Main Villain Ye Qiuji to 

bully the Protagonist Shou, but System doesn’t know why the foreign soul fell in love with the Main 

Villain instead of his destined one.] 

“The Main Villain? Can you check if this Main Villain is an outsider like me?” 

[That is impossible. Only the Host must check it on their own. Because like the Host once an outsider 

enters a body, everything about that body will be converted to merge with your own soul and the 

Heavenly Laws will accept your existence as that character like it was your own. Which makes it 

impossible for this system to check if a character was possessed by an outsider soul like the host. 

Moreover, upon checking this world database, it seems that Ye Qiuji didn’t only bully the Protagonist 

Shou because of his little brother but also because he is secretly in love with the Protagonist Gong. If the 

foreign soul used the Protagonist Gong’s soul to show he likes the Villain, then it’s understandable that 

the Villain will fall in love with the Gong as well.] 

..... 

Feng Mo said. “No wonder the Villain hates the Protagonist Shou so much. It is because he felt that his 

beloved was stolen. Doesn’t this mean that if I want to eliminate the current protagonist gong, the 

villain will also become my enemy? So that’s the reason for those abundant rewards. I need to eliminate 

two main castings for the world. The Protagonist and the Antagonist. This is harder than I thought.” 

Feng Mo continued to talk to his system without knowing that the moment he arrived at the company 

Ye Qiuji already knew about his identity as an outsider. Once Ye Qiuji learned from his System, Yue, 

about this outsider’s task of wanting to eliminate his lover, he hands long decided to destroy this person 

of his everything. Yue immediately informed his host about this Feng Mo. 



[Host, what should we do about this outsider?] 

Ye Qiuji responded, ‘Yue, I wish to redeem a Soul Protecting Artifacts from the Mall. A bounded one for 

me and my husband. Make it in a tattoo form. I want the one I can customize.’ 

[I’ve found one Host. It’s a Soul Marriage Imprint Defensive Artifact: Soul Motif [Divine Couple Artifact]. 

You can customize the design in your head and only have to kiss a part of your husband’s body to leave 

the imprint but the cost to redeem this artifact is a bit expensive. It needed 6 redeeming tickets to avail. 

Accepting to redeem this item means that the Host won’t be able to redeem any items in the next 

world. Does the Host still wish to exchange this Divine Artifact?] 

Even thinking twice, Ye Qiuji accepted this condition. It is better to redeem a Holy Artifact that could 

protect his husband’s soul than redeem useless items he didn’t need much. 

‘Yue, is this artifact usable by a fragmented soul?’ 

[Yes! This Artifact will be bound to the original whole soul which is why all fragmented souls of the 

original soul will be able to use this Artifact.] 

‘I want to redeem this item. At the same time, I want you to add within this world database about this 

Soul Artifact being owned and bound to me. So, it will be easier for me to fool this world’s people of this 

artifact’s existence. Yue.’ 

[Soul Motif [Divine Couple Artifact] redeemed. Host will now be unable to redeem any more Items from 

the System Mall for this world and the next world. Thank you for your help. As for the Host request, it 

has been approved. Soul Motif existence was made known as your Soul Artifact.] 

Upon receiving the Divine Artifact in his mind after deciding on the design of the artifact he looked at his 

husband who was hugging him from behind. Once he faced Long Xie, a small smile sprouted from the 

corner of his thin lips looking at him tenderly as always. 

Kissing his forehead, “Is something wrong, love?” asked Long Xie. 

Ye Qiuji rotated his body and faced his husband. With his arms wrapped around Long Xie’s neck and his 

husband’s arms around his waist, Qiuji sat peacefully on his husband’s lap. 

“A’Xie, I forgot to give you my engagement token. I will give it to you now, okay? Please close your 

eyes.” said Ye Qiuji with a sweet smile on his cerise lips. 

After asking questions Long Xie closed his eyes as his wife wanted. After waiting for a few seconds he 

felt something soft as marshmallows land at the corner of his right eye. He felt slight itchiness and pain 

under his right eye. Twitching his right eyelid instinctively, Long Xie waited for the soft lips on his eyes to 

leave. Once Ye Qiuji’s lips are left, one can see a simple teardrop motif under the right eye of Long Xie 

and it has a silver color that matches the moonlight. Once Long Xie opened his eyes, he could see the 

same motif under Qiuji’s left eye. An identical silvery sole teardrop silhouette. 

Seeing the result of his work, Qiuji gently caresses the silver motif under his husband’s eyes. Long Xie 

also notices the ones under his wife’s left eye. “Hm, not bad.” Whispered Ye Qiuji. 

Long Xie caressed the same teardrop under his wife’s eyes. “What is this?” he asked. 



“It’s my Soul Defensive Artifact. Soul Motif bounded within my soul and now, I share its uses with you. 

With this even in our next life, you will be able to find me, and I’ll be able to find you as well.” replied 

Qiuji as he pecks his husband’s lips while behind Qiuji, Long Xie heard Tang Ruan exclaim in 

astonishment. 

“A-Autumn... t-that!? Isn’t that your soul-bound defensive Artifact!?” yelled Tang Ruan. 

Ye Qiuji nonchalantly replied. “The Soul Motif. Yes. I shared it with A’Xie.” 

This time not only Tang Ruan showed his shock. Even Long Xie and He Yuu were rendered speechless. 

They knew that General Autumn had a Soul Defensive Artifact. It is because of this that General 

Autumn’s existence is almost equal to a God because with this artifact his soul cannot be harmed no 

matter what. Adding up his unique 3S Physique, he is almost immortal. Now Ye Qiuji shared this Artifact 

bound within his soul with Long Xie. Sharing this Soul Artifact means that in this world, the only person 

that will be able to destroy his soul will only be Long Xie who shared the same artifact bound within 

their souls. When one of them dies, the other will soon follow. Soul Motif. This is a Soul Divine Artifact 

that can be shared with only one person and Qiuji chose Long Xie as that only special person. 

“God! Your Highness, are you for real!?” asked He Yuu, shocked. 

Ye Qiuji smiled, “Of course!” 

Tang Ruan, “...” 

“No worries~ isn’t it easier to point out who will be the culprit if I happened to die?” said Ye Qiuji with a 

mischievous smile on his face. 

WHOA~ 

Suddenly he felt his body leaving the ground, his husband carried him in his arms leaving him 

bewildered while he got pulled inside their bedroom. Leaving the other couple in the living room alone. 

Inside their bedroom, Ye Qiuji felt himself being pressed on the bed by his husband more like he was 

being hugged while under him but Long Xie’s current state isn’t normal as Ye Xiajie took over the control 

of the body. Ye Qiuji noticed the changes instantly. 

Ye Qiuji smiles as he pats his husband’s head, “Hm~ you came out, A’Xia.” 

“Jing’er... if you can retract the soul artifact please do so.” Said Ye Xiajie. 

Confused, Ye Qiuji asked, “Why?” 

“...I’m afraid... extremely afraid that I might harm you...” replied Ye Xiajie. 

“Why would you hurt me?” asked Ye Qiuji. 

Ye Qiuji said, “We’re only a fragment soul. The dormant original soul is renowned as someone cold-

hearted and cruel. I’m afraid that once all fragments return as a whole, he will harm Jing’er.” 

“Don’t worry. You won’t... I believe that he won’t after all both of you were originally one. There is no 

way he will be able to harm me. After all, he is you, A’Xia.” Ye Qiuji said as he noticed his husband 

looking at him. 



His formerly crimson eyes as Long Xie turned completely dark with endless galaxies and stars within. 

This is the fascinating sight Hei Anjing loves about his husband. 

“Moreover, with that artifact, you should be able to come out freely anytime you want, though you still 

need to disguise your eyes to avoid others.” 

“This is a Divine Tier Soul Artifact. There is no way you can get this without anything in exchange. Jing’er 

what did your system exchange it with?” asked Ye Xiajie even forgetting the fact that he had a slip of the 

tongue as he seems to know the existence of his system though Ye Qiuji decided to turn a deaf ear 

about it. 

Ye Qiuji answered. “Every time I enter the world, I am allowed to redeem 3 items in the system mall. To 

redeem a Divine object, I’ve exchanged 6 redeeming tickets. In the next world, I won’t be able to 

redeem anything from the mall. That’s all.” 

After hearing the explanation from his wife, Ye Xiajie knew that his state in the next world will be 

dangerous. Not only were the worlds getting higher and more dangerous, but losing the opportunity for 

the system mall which allows his wife to redeem anything from weapons to pills in case of emergency is 

like losing his external help. Ye Xiajie’s expression couldn’t help but turn dark upon realizing that. 

Ye Xiajie said, “I will try to wake up earlier in the next world. So, I’ll be able to protect you ahead of 

time.” As he moves to kiss his lover. 

It was dusk when all the players were gathered for their new schedule before the Second Elimination 

Match. The twin towers cast long shadows beneath the setting sun. In the open area where players 

usually walked and chatted, there was staff directing robots to mark the ground with chalk. 

“Oh, this is your position for the shooting of the music video. Aside from Little Autumn and Dragon God 

(Xie Long’s player name) pair as well as Little Ruru and Prince (He Yuu’s player name) who will do a 

couple of segments. The rest will have to dance as a group.” Lady Examiner Xiang said with a huge smile 

on her face. 

The players were wearing bitter smiles on their faces once they heard about that. They had never 

expected to be asked to dance on stage though they’d expected advertisement. As for what the Team 

Autumn Dragon is doing, a couple of segments aren’t surprising as their fan base longed to recognize 

these two couples and their advertisement jobs were even heavier than theirs. 

Lou Ye reacted upon seeing their schedule. “What kind of schedule is this? 30 hours of basic firearms 

training. 2 hours of divination?” 

On the other hand, his other teammates were looking at the sponsor banner looking for clues about the 

next field content. Their sponsor had already been posted on the bulletin board and there was also a 

clue here for the second elimination match. 

‘Finding you, sheltering you, and crowning you is all part of your distant past, your recent past, and your 

future. It is also your sincerity, your bonds, your hopes, and your fears... it’s the unveiling of your 

destiny. -Star-reading Tower.’ 

Lin Lan asked, “What crowning? What unveiled destiny? Little Wu, did you figure it out yet?” 



Ye Wusheng honestly answered, “No Idea.” 

“I think this must have something to do with foretelling, A’Wu?” said Tu Zise. 

“Foretelling? You mean something like star reading?” said Mo Feng. 

Lin Lan said, “Foretelling and Star Gazing is not a bad idea.” 

Suddenly just beside them, they heard a playful voice adding himself to their conversation. It was Ye 

Qiuji. 

“Not a bad idea but that is only a part of it,” said Ye Qiuji. 

Team Silent Night greeted him once they noticed it was their senior. 

“Greetings to Senior Autumn.” 

Chapter 715: 13.16 – Missed Star – Tarot Card and hidden destinies. 

The sudden arrival of Ye Qiuji startled this group of players. Though Tu Zise and Ye Wusheng didn’t 

recognize Ye Qiuji as their elder brother due to his disguise, they still feel friendly and grateful towards 

this man. To these young couples, Ye Qiuji is a savior who allowed them to not be disqualified in the 

Qualifying Stage on the first days. They had always been grateful to Ye Qiuji and his partner. 

“Too formal~ Back to your idea. Little Tutu’s suggestion is not bad and Soundless’ idea is a bit far~” said 

Ye Qiu. 

Tu Zise’s eyes brightened when he heard that his idea is the closest to the hint. No one in Moonlight 

didn’t know that Player Autumn is the brain of Team Autumn Dragon. 

Tu Zise excitedly said. “Brother Ye... I really got it right?” 

Smiling at the jumping little rabbit in front of him, Ye Qiuji’s smile turned a bit tender. 

“I will give you a hint. Maybe once you hear my hint, you’ll have an idea about the next field. The hints 

are Avatars and Time.” 

Once he said that they saw Ye Qiuji being carried away by Xie Long. “Baby, it’s time for lunch,” said Xie 

Long while the other players were greeting Xie Long respectfully. 

..... 

Ye Qiuji asked. “Oh~ did Ruru and his Silly Prince finish making lunch?” 

“Almost done. Let’s return to our room,” said Xie Long while rubbing Ye Qiuji’s tummy. “Flat.” 

Ye Qiuji said, “I’m hungry~” 

“Let’s go,” said Xie Long as he walked in strides while carrying his wife in his arms while Ye Qiuji was 

waving his hand towards the other team, not forgetting to remind them about his hints. “Think carefully 

about my hints~” 

They watched as Xie Long carried away his wife leaving them bewildered but among them, only Feng Mo 

was observing the couple with vigilance and calculation within those lavender orbs. 



Tu Zise exclaimed. “Ah! I finally got it!” he said as he grabbed his little lover and jumped excitedly. Ye 

Wusheng and their teammates who heard his idea instantly agreed about it. 

Tu Zise asked, “What do you think? Leader” 

“Not bad. This is more plausible. If the Divination class indeed talks about this then you must have got it 

right.” said Lin Lan. 

As they expected once they entered the divination class, what they were taught was all about Tarot 

Cards which Tu Zise got after deciphering Ye Qiu’s hints for them. Looking around they’ve also noticed 

that Team Autumn didn’t attend the class as they were mostly excused during this kind of class. This is a 

kind of class that one can skip if the instructor was informed about their idea for the field. Once the 

answer is acceptable, they will be exempt from the lesson. 

— 

Week later. 

The Second Elimination Match had begun. By the time the players arrived in the preparation area, the 

players were once again gathered and were told to pick a Tarot card from the Deck. The sequence was 

decided by ranking leading with Team Autumn Dragon as the first to do their picking. 

Lady Xiang smiled with a huge box in her hands. “Please go ahead and pick. Please draw two cards. 

Remember the second drawn card is a fate card. Go ahead, Little Autumn goes first.” 

Ye Qiu with a usual sly smile on his face draws a card from the box. Once he got to see his cards a sweet 

smile appeared on his face. nov𝗲𝓵𝓤𝗌𝐁.𝓬\o\𝓂 

“A’Xie, look at my card~ it’s a very nice one.” 

Once Ye Qiu revealed his cards Lady Xiang exclaimed as the card that was shown is a rare card which is 

the only one within the deck – Major Arcana: The Lovers Card and The High Priestess Card. 

Lady Xiang exclaimed. “Wow~ A rare card. The Lovers Card. Signifies everlasting love and bond. A card 

that suits you well, Moreover The High Priestess Card, signifies high power, intuition, and mystery. This 

really shows Little Autumn but there is only one within the deck so I guess Dragon God will have to draw 

a different card from the Lovers Card.” 

Long Xie smiled when he heard the explanation about the Lover’s Card drawn by his lover. Once it was 

his turn to draw what he got surprised the crowd once again because the card he drew is The World 

Card and Wheel of Fortune 

“Major Arcana: The World – signifies completion. It means success and new life. Well, it’s already self-

explanatory why but this Wheel of Fortune Card signifies destiny, luck, and a turning point. This card is 

something that matches the Lovers Card too well.” Said Lady Xiang in confusion thinking that this is too 

much coincidence. 

“We drew the card in front of you,” said Xie Long. 

“There is no way to cheat, countless eyes on us~,” said Ye Qiuji. 



Lady Xiang sighed and said, “Indeed. Please pick your cards Xiao Ru and Prince.” 

Once the cards were drawn. Tang Ruan picked the cards of The Chariot and The Justice. 

“The Chariot signifies control and will power which fits you the most among the cards but... the card of 

Justice signifies cause and effect, karma and fairness. This card is usually drawn by someone who is 

being punished or someone who did something in the past that converges with his present state. I don’t 

understand why you drew such a card,” explained Lady Xiang. 

[Host, Tang Ruan, is the same soul as your last worlds’ Hei Yu, Lin Xia, and Lei Cheng. He Yuu is the same. 

He used to be Yue Wuya, Ye Baiyu and Yun Liang. I thoroughly couldn’t understand why these two souls 

continue to follow you and your husband in every world.] 

Ye Qiuji spoke to Yue through his mind. “I have few thoughts about the real identity of those two though 

I am not quite sure yet. Let them be. Please inform me about who will they be in the next world, Yue.” 

[As you wish, Host.] 

“Really?” Said Tang Ruan while looking at his card with confusion. 

Lady Xiang looked at the cards He Yuu had drawn next. “The Temperance and The Judgement? Why do 

you draw two weird cards, Prince? The Temperance Card means moderation and patience which you 

both don’t have in you. While ‘The Judgment Card’ signifies judgment and inner calling.” 

Bewildered, He Yuu smiled bitterly, “Maybe because my hand stinks. [A/N: Stinky Hands means Bad 

Luck].” 

Once He Yuu said this, he didn’t realize that two people were observing his reactions. One is Tang Ruan 

whose eyes squinted when he looked at, He Yuu while Ye Qiuji who chuckles as if his guesses were made 

real. 

Ye Qiuji smiled knowingly at Tang Ruan and He Yuu, “No. Both cards fit the two the most.” Once the 

couple saw his eloquent smile they both flinched instinctively when he saw that his smile widened. 

All of a sudden he felt someone bite his neck. 

AH! 

Looking back he saw his husband looking like a huge vinegar jar staring at him with blaming eyes saying 

why are you ignoring my expression? 

Long Xie said, “Don’t stare at other men. Don’t smile as well.” 

Seeing those kinds of eyes, Ye Qiuji doesn’t know whether he should get angry or laugh. He has also 

known that his husband has always been a huge jar of vinegar. [A/n: Means that he is a jealous person.] 

Ye Qiuji had to hold his husband’s head in his hand and pulled him over pecking his lips once before 

cuddling on him. 

“Sure~ I’ll just stare and smile at you then~,” said Ye Qiuji with his usual teasing tone though his words 

were serious. Knowing that a smile appeared on the corner of Long Xie’s lips which made the audience 

gasp. The smile instantly disappeared as he looked around while hugging his wife. 



Everyone around them couldn’t help but avert their eyes from such a shameless couple. Once the card 

drawing was done the players were asked to enter the lift that will bring them to the new field. As 

always members of Team Autumn Dragon have been scheduled to enter the field last for fairness. Once 

the players entered the lift as they expected the team members were separated from one another. 

— 

In front of the hill of Crossover Show, dozens of aerial cameras suddenly rose up into the sky. The 

curtain for the Second Elimination Match Arena finally lifted up. All contestants and live broadcast 

audience members couldn’t help but suck in a breath of air. 

The huge gothic-style building was dazzling as it stood there in the sun. The spires were towering, and 

colorful glass was embedded in the glass murals. The lines of the building stretch up into the clouds. 

Each player held tightly to their cards. In front of them was the sharp arch with ridges that led into the 

arena, and the interior was filled with overlapping layers. Outside the entrance, the flying buttresses and 

pillars were surrounded by elaborate reliefs. Light and shadow intertwine as they circle up. Ye Qiu 

looked up only to see that the top of the spire was illuminated by the sun, like a piece of paradise 

separate from the world. He retrieved his gaze as his lips upturned to a mischievous smile. He walked 

elegantly inside the said paradise, holding a rifle that was his starting weapon. Inside the entrance, the 

arch was a quiet cloister. Light sprinkled in through the grandiose glass windows and spread out beneath 

Ye Qiu’s feet, like the image of a God scattered over shifting water. 

Ye Qiuji looked at the stained-glass window. “Hermes. Judgment Card. So, I’m in the present.” He 

murmured. 

The setting for the second-round elimination match was clearly not a church, it was more like an altar. 

Offering up a sacrifice to the God Hermes, the progenitor of mystical philosophy. 

— 

Crossover Show director’s studio. 

When the camera moved away from Ye Qiuji, Lady Xiang was full of appreciation, “The first player to 

recognize Hermes -Little Autumn’s brain is really different from other players. Once he got the hints 

everything, even the single details, was processed to give him the closest output. He already knew the 

rules of the field even before he entered.” 

Blood Pigeon who knew his identity couldn’t help but mutter. “If someone even smarter than him exists 

then this world would end already.” 

“What? Did you say something?” said Lady Xiang. 

Blood Pigeon said as he diverted the topic, “Nothing. Look, he found the first hint within the field.” 

They watched Ye Qiu pick the envelope from the altar. Within the letter only a single line says, 

“Use your card to exchange your fate.” 

The chatter of his three teammates came over the communication equipment. The messages they found 

were all identical. It was clear that this was a clue that was given to all players. 



Within their communication channel: 

Autumn: Report. 

Prince: I’m seeming to be in some labyrinth. 

Xiao Ru: I see a huge Chariot on my part. Idiot, give more details. 

Dragon God: Nearby forest. I feel your presence. I’m coming over, Qiu’er. 

Prince: I see countless ancient statues and levels. 

Xiao Ru: Autumn, did you decipher something? 

Autumn: Ruru, you must be in a Chariot Card. Meaning the future move over around and look for the 

exit you don’t need to use your card yet. Silly prince hunts for someone with a World Card to change 

your timeline. You are in the past. You need a catalyst to move to the present. 

Xiao Ru & Prince: Affirmative! 

Autumn: Hubby moves quickly. The present will start to move. The third time, the horn was heard. 

Death will come. I’m within the cemetery. 

Dragon God: Wait for me. I’ll be there soon. 

Autumn: Okay. Current task: accumulate cards. Mics off. 

Chapter 716: 13.17 – Missed Star – Hehehe~ [M] 

Once the communication channel was cut off the backstage staff and audience were rendered 

speechless when they witnessed their conversation. Then the camera moves to Ye Qiuji once again. The 

scene bewildered them as Ye Qiuji is resting on the top of the tree on his lap is his rifle gun while on his 

hand were different kinds of cards that seem looted. They can see him swaying his feet while humming 

beautifully which matches the sound of the horn and trumpets in the area. Under him laid ten corpses 

of players in their life-saving capsule that dared to attack him while talking to his teammates. 

They heard him murmur, “Angels blow their trumpets, and the dead shall rise up from their coffins. Let 

the dead who hear the trumpet be redeemed, let the trumpet evoke the rotten flesh and evoke the lost 

emotion. Even a penitent sinner has hope of reaching heaven. The order of the original world is 

disrupted, and all evils are judged – the dead will eventually be reborn.” whispered Ye Qiu before he 

started humming once again while waiting for his beloved to come. 

While waiting for Long Xie to come over, Ye Qiu felt someone’s presence. This presence almost matches 

his confidence in his accuracy and physical level. It was someone from a different entertainment agency. 

It was a player from Jin Entertainment. 

One for the famous Sniper Duo of Jin (Gold Entertainment Company). Once he found someone entering 

his territory this King decided to play the game of cat and mouse. Keeping the cards in his pocket, Ye Qiu 

smiled at the camera and disappeared into the shadows to find the lurking prey. 



His opponent after entering his field was lurking on the other side of the wall. The beauty captured by 

the camera almost couldn’t find his figure within the shadows until they heard his humming change 

from a lovelorn to a hellish tune. 

— 

Crossover Show Director studio. 

..... 

The director in charge of the monitoring cameras suddenly made a gesture. Blood Pigeon had just 

finished explaining Qin’s violent clearing of the scene and when the camera changed to Ye Qiu’s 

perspective he paused the moment he saw his sly smile and his target prey not seeing him from the 

shadows. In the live broadcast studio, the scrolling comments were instantly full of excitement. 

“My Goddess!! This slave is here! Wanting to serve the goddess with life!!” 

“Queen!! Wait a minute -an encounter!? You foolish plebeian you dared to point your gun at the Queen 

the King will behead you for your idiocy!!” 

“War God! The War God has descended!!” 

The program producers were delighted, “Quick. Quick. Quick. Let’s put out our sponsored 

advertisements!!!” 

“...” Blood Pigeon silently clicked, opened the ads, then continued to explain what was happening on the 

screen. 

They can see him standing in the shadows of an angel holding the trumpet. Hiding his figure and gun, he 

stood his ground waiting for his prey to enter his target sight. If not for the clear and close perspective of 

the camera they wouldn’t even notice Ye Qiu standing within the shadows. 

Lady Xiang commented. “His current position.” 

“Shadows.” Blood Pigeon exclaimed in admiration. What General Autumn is showing before they are a 

heavenly espionage skill that can be used by most ordinary warriors. “Controlling his breathing to match 

nature and blend within the shadows. This is an exquisite skill!” 

Once he saw his prey enter his sight before Ye Qiu pulled the trigger a loud sound of an angel’s trumpet 

was heard. Hearing the trumpet, Ye Qiu knows that the final trumpet is about to sound out and decides 

to miss his shot on purpose. He lit a flare to show his beloved his position. 

Once the player from Jin dodges the missed bullet and sees Ye Qiu’s figure, Player Ming pales when their 

gaze met. His opponent escaped precisely and left the scene when he saw that it was Ye Qiuji who was 

lingering in the field. This is a tactical retreat as the opponent is beyond him. 

The cameras hovering over the members of Team Autumn Dragon were all main cameras as they were 

selling hotcakes for Snowflakes Company. Once the last trumpet rang out Ye Qiuji jumped over the 

cemetery and opened the only double coffin within the cemetery and stood near it, waiting for his 

beloved to arrive. 



The coffins scattered throughout the middle of the instance force the players to gather together but 

once they saw it was Autumn who stood at the center smiling beside an open coffin most players 

decided to leave the instance while those who were brave enough died on that land as a player leaving 

numerous numbers of lifesaving capsule scattered within the cemetery. 

Once the trumpet sound fell the temperature in the instance felt close to -20 Celsius. Many players 

already sneak inside the outside coffins avoiding Ye Qiu completely. They didn’t dare go near the center 

as Ye Qiuji is still standing there without entering the coffin. 

— 

Crossover Show Director studio. 

Lady Xiang asked, “That’s a double coffin, right? Why is Little Autumn not entering the coffin?” 

“...He... He must be waiting for someone,” replied Blood Pigeon. 

As if giving reassurance to Blood Pigeon’s words, Long Xie’s figure appeared and ran towards Ye Qiuji 

who was welcoming him with a smile. Seeing his freezing expression. 

Long Xie said, “You should have waited inside, Qiu’er.” 

Ye Qiuji smiled. “No problem. I don’t mind waiting, A’Xie.” 

Long Xie stood before him holding an assault rifle in his hand. His facial features seemed carved out by 

the wind and frost: deep, cold, and daunting. Only when his eyes laid on the man before him did his 

gaze melt. Long Xie slid his gun behind him and pressed down Ye Qiuji inside the coffin and followed him 

inside. At this time, the instance was almost dark and cold. The two shared the limited space of the 

coffin. Once the coffin closed from inside, the live broadcast studio almost exploded. The scrolling 

comments were instantly full of exhilaration. 

“Kyaa~ The King and the Queen reunite!!!” 

“This dog food is too sweet.” 

“Damn! That’s a double coffin right~?” 

“Double coffin~ Two will fit inside~~” 

“Can’t the camera follow them inside!!?” nov𝓮𝓵𝓊𝑠𝑩dot𝒸\o/𝓂 

Lady Xiang asked in shock, “Did the server freeze?” 

“Seems like it.” replied Blood Pigeon as they watch the director and producers putting out more 

advertisements while the screen before them starts to show some glitches. 

— 

[Warning mature scenes ahead.] 

Inside the double coffin, Ye Qiuji felt his body pressed down with an arm wrapped around his waist 

pulling him closer to that huge warm body. A knee was placed between his legs. His heartbeat 

accelerated sharply once he felt a hot palm entering his clothes. 



Ye Qiuji said, “Hm~... we can’t... ha~ do it here!” 

Long Xie was like a burning hot furnace that emitted fierce, magma-like, waves of heat. The places 

where he touches felt like burning Ye Qiuji. Autumn can feel his frozen limbs warm up one by one, the 

tips of his ears out of his control as they quietly turned red. Ye Qiuji could only hug the warm body 

above him. 

Long Xie lowered his head and nibbled on his wife’s ears as his hands moved around his chest and butt. 

“Aren’t you cold, baby? It’ll warm you up.” He whispered while putting a condom on his wife’s member. 

“Baby, wear the condom I have with me. We can’t dirty the coffin. Once I come inside you, I’ll have to 

plug it okay~” Long Xie said while nibbling on his wife’s ears. 

While panting uncontrollably Ye Qiuji’s hand lowered helping his husband to unbuckle his pants, playing 

with his little brother earning him a groan from his love while he nibbled on his husband’s chin. “Okay~ 

I’ll help you too~,” said Ye Qiuji teasingly. 

Long Xie nibbles his lover’s sweet little mouth, “Naughty.” 

The man’s voice was a little hoarse and carried a strong sense of aggression that instantly lit the flame of 

desire within Ye Qiuji’s body. Long Xie lowered his lips to capture that mischievous tongue peeking out 

of that sweet cavern. He seizes the opportunity to capture that skittering tongue catching it while 

deepening their kiss. His hands were doing their task, one playing with those hard peaks pinching them 

while the other hand was exploring the lower cavern widening the entrance for his arrival. 

Aah~ Um! 

Ye Qiuji’s sweet moans echo within that small space. Long Xie’s finger exploring below flew a slimy 

feeling inside the cavern knowing what it was he stopped kissing his wife and started to leave some 

traces on his neck. “Baby is getting wet now~” he teasingly whispered. 

Ye Qiuji glared at him when said that he wanted to clamp his legs together but Long Xie placed himself 

in between his legs preventing him from closing it. 

“Y-You... You fucking left that this morning before entering the game!” yelled Ye Qiuji as he felt his face 

burning in embarrassment while feeling the fingers inside him spread him like a pair of scissors widening 

his entrance. He could hear his husband chuckling as he continued to spread his cavern wildly. His pants 

were almost removed. 

“Baby, turn around I’m entering.” Long Xie whispered as he saw his upper shirt was completely unzipped 

and his chest was bare with hands constantly pinching his nipples. 

Ye Qiuji turned around and his face lay on his stomach. He can feel the huge tent rubbing against his 

butt. Ye Qiuji was beginning to feel an itch coming from below as he also started rubbing himself on that 

hard and warm tool of his husband. 

Long Xie rubbed against that entrance with the tip of his cock instantly pushing inside with one thrust. 

Ye Qiuji loudly gasped. They can only thank the instance for being covered with the sound of wild and 

strong winds preventing those outsides from hearing them. 



He held his wife’s waist, not allowing Ye Qiuji to escape as his member slipped in and out of that 

throbbing hole, going deeper and deeper. This was simply the most beautiful image in the world. A dark 

cock probing against a pink hole, causing it to sink inside every time it thrust in, the hole could be seen 

holding tightly on the crown as if it was sucking hard in it every time it pulled out a little. It feels so good. 

Long Xie twisted his hips and quickly hit inside his wife’s sweet spot, incurring a messy but sweet moan 

out of his naughty mouth. Outside the instance, they could have seen the double coffin shaking nonstop 

if not for the strong winds preventing even the cameras from approaching the coffin closer. 

After doing the deed twice, the couple decides to rest. This time the one below is Long Xie as he let his 

wife lay on top of him. They’ve already finished rearranging their clothes. 

Ye Qiuji’s arms were wrapped around Long Xie like an octopus while Long Xie’s hands were on his wife’s 

waist as well as massaging him at the same time. Feeling the little plugged left inside him, Ye Qiuji felt 

extremely uncomfortable. He can only bite his husband’s collarbone to show his discontent. 

“Ow~ don’t bite baby~ I might eat you once more.” Said Long Xie though ever since he had received the 

divine artifact from Ye Qiuji, the soul that resides inside Long Xie’s body has been Ye Xiajie since that 

day. 

“You bastard~ why do you have that condom and *** toy plug with you!? Were you planning to fuck me 

in the arena from the beginning!!?” said Ye Qiuji. 

A bright smile appeared on Long Xie’s face as he replied. “Yes!” 

Hashtag:(#)My husband is a fucking pervert what should I do? Urgently need help online! 

“You!!? You better find me a river as soon as we get out of here! I. Want. To. Take. A. Bath.” said Ye 

Qiuji, gritting his teeth together. 

“Hm~ I found one. 5 meters ahead. I’ll bring you over, okay?” said Long Xie who hugged him tighter in 

his embrace. 

“Baby, take a nap. There’s still half an hour before this side instance is finished. Leave the clean-up to 

me.” said Long Xie as he kisses his wife’s head while continuing to massage his aching waist. Feeling 

comfortable from the massage Ye Qiuji took a nap. 

Chapter 717: 13.18 – Missed Star – Run for your lives! 

Half an hour later, the trumpet cut through the night and lightly spread down from the top, driving out 

the cold. The angel from the judgment card appeared again, bringing salvation to the world. The two of 

them paused slightly as they came out of the safe zone, Long Xie took the lead and checked around. 

Checking through the area and felt that none of the ones hiding dared to get out waiting for their pair to 

leave. Long Xie carried Ye Qiuji with one of his hands and held his assault rifle in his right hand running 

towards the river. Arriving at the river, Long Xie laid his wife by the shore and kissed him. 

Long Xie said, “Baby, go take a bath. I will guard the area and not let even the camera come over.” He 

said before disappearing into the forest around the river. 



Ye Qiuji undressed and cleaned himself up in the river while hearing gunshots around him. It seems that 

his husband is cleaning up the area that dared to do near the river where they are. Even the surveillance 

camera was shooed away by Long Xie until Ye Qiuji finished bathing and went to his side. 

Roaming around to look for their other teammates, these two found a supply box. Ye Qiuji checked on 

the box while Long Xie secured his protection. After checking the cards exchange Ye Qiuji instantly 

learned the meaning of minor and major arcana cards. 

Minor arcana can be exchanged for resources while major arcana suits can be exchanged for fate. Major 

arcana without suits can be exchanged for information. Once he finished his exploration of the supply 

box. He exchanges their looted cards for bullet vests, bullets, and resources for the whole team. 

He also sends to the group channel about his discovery and had his other teammates gather their own 

resources and meet with them. While finishing the exchange, this couple bumps into a famous duo from 

Jin Entertainment. Ming Ren and his captain: Jin Yao. 

..... 

“Hubby, we have guests~” Once Ye Qiuji said that two gunshots were heard which made the couple 

scatter. 

Bang! Bang! 

Looking around Long Xie noticed that there is indeed a pair lurking around them. Hearing their nibble 

but heavy footsteps they could guess that these pairs are both snipers. The snipers’ shot trajectories 

were very tricky. Their strength was at least above A. Based on their tacit understanding of shooting, it 

was likely that they belonged to the same time. 

Long Xie asked. “Who are they, Qiu’er?” 

Ye Qiuji smiled, “Gold Entertainment’s Golden Duo. Min Ren and Jin Yao.” 

“Gold Entertainment. The pair of S-Class Snipers” said Long Xie. 

Ye Qiuji just hummed as he saw the main door to the second instance open up in front of him. The 

gunshot resounds in the area but Long Xie was able to shoot the bullets and blocked it with his bullet 

failing the projections of two snipers. Finally seeing the play he wanted to do, Ye Qiuji stared at his 

husband and exchanged their plans through their thoughts. Long Xie showed himself and baited the two 

snipers to get closer to them. Once the pair entered enough distance, Ye Qiuji ran instantly to the 

mound and inserted his Lover’s Card changing the instance once again. 

— 

Crossover Show Director Studio. 

“A sniper’s aiming time will only grow shorter and shorter after training. Judging from his strength in the 

previous episode, Jin Yao’s overall standard is quite excellent, and he can basically lock in on target in 

two breaths but... against the Autumn and Dragon Pair whose accuracy and Sight Targeting at 100% 

Accuracy to even block a bullet with a bullet, this Golden Pair are in deep trouble,” explained Blood 

Pigeon. 



Lady Xiang added, “Moreover Little Autumn suddenly moves to the card mound. He instantly changes 

the Temperance Instance the Golden pair invoke and changes it to his Lover Card’s Instance. Now that 

instance is in the couple’s whole control.” 

In the field of Lover’s Card. The Golden Pair and other players that were caught within the instance 

become the couple’s live targets. Faint light sprinkled in from the top, first illuminating the angel’s 

crimson wings, then her open arms, closed eyes, and smiling cheeks. It spread to the green grass, 

revealing birds and flowers, lush apple trees, dead branches and flames, and snakes flashing amidst the 

grass. The Garden of Eden. 

The sun shone and the angel had its arms open. A couple stood together with the angel’s blessing. Adam 

looked at Eve, and Eve gazed at the angel, and the place where they stood was full of vitality due to their 

love. The sixth card of Major Arcana, the Lovers. 

A world announcement was made, 

{Please yell the name of your partner or lover within three seconds. Once the name is called both 

players will be invincible for 3 minutes.} 

Ye Qiuji smiled widely and yelled. “Xie Long!” 

{Player Xie Long and Player Ye Qiuji will be in Invincible mode for 3 minutes. Within these 3 minutes, 

nothing will be able to harm them. The system suggests the other players. Please run away~} 

Once the world announcement was heard. He Yuu and Tang Ruan, who just met, were first 

dumbfounded before laughing. Meanwhile in Crossover Show Director Studio. The Live broadcast once 

again exploded. 

“AHHH~ it’s fate! This couple are monsters. Run! Everybody RUN!” 

“Hahaha, ~ 3 minutes of invincibility! God! How many players will be killed within those three 

minutes!?.” 

“The God and Goddess of War descend! All mortals shall die!” 

Lady Xiang asked, “How many Players will die?” nov𝐄𝓵𝓊𝑠𝕓.𝗰/o\𝑚 

“According to the map and players. Everyone within the circle of a hundred meters will be eliminated,” 

replied Blood Pigeon. 

Back to the arena, Ye Qiuji walked elegantly toward his husband and gave him a kiss. 

Ye Qiuji said, “Hubby, meet you again in 3 minutes.” 

Once Long Xie nodded his head, both of them disappeared as their speed was beyond any A and S Class 

warriors. Jin Yao and Ming Ren saw that they instantly made a decision to run. 

Jin Yao yelled. “RUN!” 

Other players complain, “Fuck me! What rules are these!? Can the game be played like that!?” 



They exclaimed as they tried to spread around but every gunshot that rang within the area ripped each 

player’s life. Ye Qiu and Long Xie separated temporarily and eliminated all players within 100 meters. 

The players’ countdown decreases each second. The players who were luckily not within that 100 

meters circle of the Lover’s Card control prayed to God and thanked him for his mercy. Once the 3 

minutes ended. The remaining players were down to 50. In the Chariot Card Instance, Team Silent Night 

had finally gathered. 

Lin Lan slapped the head of Lou Ye who just got off the huge chariot, “You Fool! You let the children 

protect you while fucking played on that damn huge horse!” 

Holding the huge bump on his head, “Owie~ I just wanted to try riding on top of the huge horse. 

Moreover, the children were able to eliminate the enemies anyway~,” said Lou Ye. 

“Should we clear the game first before the Team Autumn Dragon assembled?” said Mo Feng. 

“We should. Tutu, did you decipher how to clear the game?” asked Ye Wusheng. 

“Instance 10. As long as we inserted a drawn card in instance 10 before the last count down, we should 

be able to clear the game but...,” said Tu Zise. 

Ye Wusheng said, “But within the last countdown there will be a huge battle royale within instance 10, 

and... Team Autumn Dragon will surely be there!” 

Lin Lan said, “I have a plan.” 

While he gathered his teammates and talked about their plan. Tang Ruan and He Yuu met with the other 

couple and assembled in the Lover’s Card instance. 

He Yuu said, “My excellencies, aren’t you bullying the masses too much?” 

“Shut up! My back and waist hurt... I want to lay on a soft bed already. End the game early!” said Ye 

Qiuji while Long Xie is massaging his wife’s aching waist. 

Long Xie said, “Sorry Baby~ the coffin is a bit cramped.” 

“Our dear Leaders, did you do something that cannot be recorded by the surveillance camera?” asked 

Tang Ruan. 

Ye Qiuji smiled, “Don’t worry there’s no camera inside the coffin.” 

Long Xie said, “No traces were left.” 

‘So, you really did something!?’ 

He Yuu and Tang Ruan looked at their bosses in disbelief. Ignoring the other pair’s weird expressions, Ye 

Qiuji resumes the game. 

Ye Qiuji explains, “The game clearance is in Instance 10. I’ve already used my main arcana which is why I 

couldn’t end the game. A’Xie could but there’s no way he will leave me in this field alone. The game 

clearance of our team depends on you both.” 

Tang Ruan and He Yuu said, “Us?” 



Long Xie said. “Yes. We will protect you within the battle royal. Use your cards and insert them into the 

card mound within Instance 10. All remaining players will surely target us as soon as we enter instance 

10.” 

“Just head straight to the card mound and leave your back to me and A’Xie,” said Ye Qiuji with a 

mischievous smile on his face. 

Tang Ruan and He Yuu smiled excitedly. 

“Protected by the two strongest people in the world. How lucky~” said He Yuu with a huge smile on his 

face. 

Even Tang Ruan had a smile on his face. “It’s an honor!” 

Ye Qiuji said, “Let’s make the last preparations. You both only need handguns and knives for protection. 

You will wear a full bulletproof suit.” 

“As for the rest, leave it to us,” said Long Xie. 

— 

Meanwhile in the Crossover Show Director Studio. Blood Pigeon was almost jumping around when he 

saw the preparation made by Team Autumn Dragon. Once he saw that the couple Ru Tang and Tang Yuu 

were fully equipped with bulletproof suits and the other couple wearing a couple-looking suit: Xie Long 

wearing a full black semi-armored suit while Ye Qiu wearing a feather lightweight white semi-armor on 

top of his gray suit. Xie Long only has a long sword gun on his hands while Ye Qiu only possesses silver 

alloy strings bangles on both of his wrists and a dozen small knives hanging on his waist. Blood Pigeon 

knew that the main attackers and protectors of this team were Ye Qiu and Xie Long. Their current attire 

closely matches their personal battle-simplified suit. 

Blood Pigeon excitedly fidgeting, “Wow... Woa~ Xiangxiang! Come slap me once. To see if I’m 

dreaming?!” 

SLAP! 

Lady Xiang slapped him on his face without holding back, even her fingers were imprinted on his face. 

“There! I’ve slapped you. So, calm down. You lunatic!” She said to her partner. 

Feeling the immense pain on his cheeks Blood Pigeon knows that he isn’t dreaming and that his two 

idols will be playing a bit seriously for the Huge Battle Royale in Instance 10. 

“It hurts. This is real! Fuck! Someone be sure to record the battle royale from the perspective of Player 

Ye and Player Xie in HD mode. Give me a copy after!!!” Blood Pigeon said. 

Lady Xiang asked, “What are you so excited about? It’s their group that has the lowest probability of 

winning in this game as they’ve become the main enemies of the remaining teams.” 

“You don’t understand. Just watch it for yourself. You will know why I am acting this way!” Blood Pigeon 

said as he knew that this lady is a huge fan of General Autumn while he is a great fan of General Long. 

World Announcement in the arena. 



{Ding. Dong. The last Instance for game clearance is open. Players enter Instance 10 and insert their card 

within the Card Mound under the feet of the King. Reminder: Only Top Ten Cards can be inserted in the 

Card Mound. I repeat only 10 card slots are available for clearance. May the Battle Royale Begins.} 

Chapter 718: 13.19 – Missed Star – Battle Royale 

As soon as the announcement was made the camera focused on Instance 10, but no players dared to 

approach the card mound to become the remaining player’s sole target. They were all waiting for the 

arrival of the last but strongest team. The Autumn Dragon Team. Once they’ve heard footsteps all eyes 

of players whether they were hidden or not all focused on the entrance. They saw Ye Qiu wearing a gray 

white battle suit with two knives in his hands. He was walking elegantly as he walked by the entrance, a 

step behind him is his lover, Xie Long with a Swordgun in his hand wearing his usual daunting and cold 

face his icy eyes wander around intending to shoot anyone that dares to point a gun to his beloved. 

Behind him, Ru Tang and Tang Yuu were wearing a full bulletproof battle suit with only handguns in their 

hand while the other hands intertwined together. Ye Qiu stood by the entrance with his teammates. As 

they entered the gates of Instance 10 closed down. 

World announcement: {All 50 players had gathered. Instance 10 will now open. Please begin the Battle 

Royale.} 

Ye Qiu looked at the other couple behind him and commanded. “Go.” Once he said that Tang Ruan and 

He Yuu unhesitantly walked over to the King’s throne. 

The other players moved all at the same time targeting the strongest team and wanting to eliminate 

them. Gunshots resound in the area. Long Xie used his gun to shoot the bullets and block the enemies’ 

attacks accurately. Leaving the others bewildered. The first wave ended up with Long Xie’s one man 

guarding behind him Ye Qiu smiling while playing with his knives. 

Lou Ye couldn’t help but curse, “Fuck! It was so amazing that all the bullets were blocked by one 

person!? Shit! This is so exciting!!!” 

Lin Lan said, “That is a modern Sword Gun. It can exchange 1000 bullets all in all. Count the bullets. Little 

Rabbit prepares to run. Xiao Wu and Soundless protect Little rabbit. Go!” 

Tu Zise who held his card in his hand already ran towards the altar with Ye Wusheng protecting him 

closely, their backup Mo Feng was sniping in the hidden shadows backing them up. Seeing that some 

players did the same thing while trying to block the other players, most of them were still attacking the 

first couple who was halfway to the altar. There’s chaos within Instance 10. Once the sword gun on Xie 

Long’s hand finished all 100 rounds of bullets the other players thought they had a higher probability of 

winning. They had an all-out attack on Tang Ruan and He Yuu. 

..... 

Lou Ye exclaimed, “Did his 1000 rounds done!? Let’s attack them too, Lan’er!” but he was pulled over by 

his partner to run to the side. 

“Come over here, fool! There’s still Autumn!?” said Lin Lan and the moment he pulled over his partner 

to run over to the corner. 



Playful giggling resounds in the area as a white figure falls from above Tang Ruan and He Yuu. Like a 

falling angel, the silver alloy strings move according to his hand’s gestures spreading all over the 

instance area like spider webs capturing all those within his area’s attack to be captured by the alloy 

string. The caught players were strangled to death by such a thin silver string. In an instant half of the 

players were forced out of the game. Adding up the first 15 players killed by Long Xie accidentally. There 

are only 15 players remaining in the field with Team Autumn Dragon and Team Silent Night in counting. 

Silence overwhelmed the whole field even those who were running toward the altar paused when they 

witnessed such a devastating scene. Moreover, the culprit had a playful expression on his face while 

covered in blood adding that exquisite beauty that cold eyes that look at them with disdain. He looks 

like a War God covered in blood tainting his white battle suit with his enemy’s blood. 

Ye Qiuji smiled, “Since there are 10 slots left 2 to our team and I’ll let go of the rest of the slots to you 

guys, okay?” 

The rest of the players nodded their heads. No one else approached the altar, the other players were 

waiting for Tang Ruan and He Yuu to insert their cards first and leave the area with the other couple 

before Team Autumn Dragon left Instance 10 area, he smiled in some dark corner scaring the one 

person hidden in that area before walking away hand in hand with his husband. 

Long Xie asked, “Is something wrong, baby?” 

“Nothing much. I’m just hungry,” replied Ye Qiuji who pulled his husband and team leaving the instance 

area for the rest of the remaining players. 

Once Team Autumn Dragon left the instance area, Mo Feng fell from the wall he was hiding while 

trembling so badly with his eyes widened in shock. 

Thud! 

“Soundless? What’s wrong?” asked Lin Lan worriedly while helping him stand. 

Lou Ye laughed, “Did you slip or something?” 

“I...I think... S-Senior Autumn knew I was... hiding there. He looked at me... t-then I fell,” replied Feng 

Mo while stuttering while he panicky calls for his system. 

Lin Lan spoke, “It’s normal. People like Senior Autumn have heightened senses than normal people. He 

must have seen you there.” 

“Moreover, he loves to tease his prey. I mean his target,” said Lou Ye. 

Ye Wusheng and Tu Zise returned to the group as they successfully entered their cards. Passing the 

clearance as a team. The other slots were divided among the rest of the players. The Second Elimination 

Match ended. The Top five rankings are followed as: 

Individual Ranking: 

1: Xiao Ru 

2: Prince 



3: Little Rabbit 

4: Xiao Wu 

5: Qin 

Team Ranking: 

1: Autumn Dragon 130 kills 

2: Silent Night 30 Kills 

3: Wang 10 Kills [Qin’s Team] 

4: Jin Entertainment 

5: Coded 

Once the last arena was burned after it was done for its purpose the players were brought out through 

their life capsule. Of course, Crossover prioritized Team Autumn Dragon members, which most people 

had special types of identities. The first ones to wake up are Long Xie and He Yuu. They went to their 

lover’s capsule, waking them up from sleep. Behind them, the cameras were following over to record 

the whole thing for advertisement. 

“Prepare the cameras! Ah, move it down a bit, wipe the lens but don’t get it dirty~ hurry up. This is like 

opening up a pearl oyster. Come on let Lord Long wake up Lord Ye!” 

The dim interior was suddenly pierced by the light. The beauty’s eyes were tightly closed, his eyebrows 

twisted, and his eyelashes quivered due to sudden noise and cold. Long Xie who opened the capsule was 

holding a black fur coat on his arm. He had once again given the crew 60 seconds to record them both. 

Above the capsule, the camera lights flashed wildly. The deputy director gestured and the little stage 

manager immediately held their breath and stepped away, gesturing for Long to shake his lover awake. 

“Baby~ wake up,” said Long Xie with a gentle tone while he carried his wife, letting him wear the black 

fur coat and princess carried him in his arms. 

Once Ye Qiuji smelled the familiar scent of musk, a metallic fragrance with hints of sandalwood, he knew 

who was carrying him and subconsciously hugged the warm body near him, rubbing his face to that firm 

chest of his husband. 

The director whispered from behind. “Our Goddess and God’s face value is really battle worthy!” while 

looking at the camera playback and was both pleased and complacent. 

To the side, the other camera was recording the other couple but unlike the first pair, this couple is a bit 

on the comedic side. They watched He Yuu try to princess carry his fiancée, Tang Ruan, only to be hit on 

the head. 

Tang Ruan a bit groggily still refused to be lovey-dovey in front of the camera. “I’m heavy, don’t princess 

carry me. Transport me on your back!” 

“Yes. Yes.” He Yuu followed as he let Tang Ruan climb on his back carrying him away. 



Once the recording of the most famous couple was done. They now focus on the other couples like Ye 

Wusheng and Tu Zise as well as the weird pair of Lin Lan and Lou Ye. Though this pairing isn’t as popular 

as the two first couples, these pairings also caught numerous fans to be on their side. From Team Silent 

Night the first ones to wake up are the fool of the team, Lou Ye, and the lonely young master, Mo Feng, 

who disappeared wanting to avoid the cameras. Lou Ye instantly went to Lin Lan’s capsule like a loyal 

but foolish dog. 

They even recorded him knocking on the capsule waking up Lin Lan who is still inside the capsule. Once 

Lin Lan woke up seeing Lou Ye’s face he couldn’t help but gesture that fool to open his capsule but the 

idiotic dog confusedly gestured that he doesn’t know how. In the end, a staff opened it for them, and 

Lou Ye got scolded by Lin Lan as soon as he was freed. But the anesthetic was still inhaled as Lin Lan fell 

a bit numb on his legs and Lou Ye had to carry him on his back. Lou Ye was treated as a horse. The next 

one to wake up is the silent prince who made movements with well-mannered gestures. Once he took 

back the controls of his body he went to his little cute lover, Tu Zise to carry him half asleep on his back. 

Meanwhile, the other entertainment team members, Golden Duo C: Ming Ren and Jin Yao reunited once 

again. Ming Ren, who brandished his gun a few hours ago, had reddened eyes. Within the ambush of the 

two gods, Jin Yao whole protected him and made sure that he escapes the 100-meter circle so he can 

survive but because he was the sole player from his entertainment, he wasn’t able to beat the two best 

teams: Autumn Dragon and Silent Night members from getting the top five seats. He only ranked sixth. 

With eyes swollen from crying, he squatted beside his captain, Jin Yao, unable to choke out a single 

word. 

Jin Yao was both moved, and helpless and could only pat him on his head to calm him down. “Didn’t you 

almost enter the top five? Not bad! You didn’t lose face for our Jin Team. Xiao Ren, why don’t you get up 

first? It’s not good for you to squat here like this.” Coaxed Jin Yao. 

The top fifteen players from individual rankings were called for an interview. [Ranking 1 to 15]: Ye Qiu, 

Xie Long, Tang Yuu, Ru Tang, Lou Ye, Lin Lan, Ye Wusheng, Tu Zise, Mo Feng, Jin Yao, Ming Yao, Qin 

Wang, Shrill Flare, Yan Wei, and Lan Ye. Once the interviews were finished, the players gathered by the 

lawn as their agencies prepared some barbeques. 

Each team was given a spot while individual players were given a buffet to enjoy as well. In Team 

Autumn Dragon the ones cooking are He Yuu and his lover, Tang Ruan while their lords were waiting. 

Long Xie is massaging his wife’s body from fatigue and aftereffects of anesthetics. In Team Silent Lou Ye, 

Ye Wusheng and Tu Zise were doing the cooking. 

On the other hand, the program producer had a huge smile on his face as he looked at his terminal. He 

was delighted by the results of their show and fan videos. At this time, the traffic flow of the shows was 

very good. The official clips from the second match are greater than the first match. Several classic clips 

from the collected videos spread out rapidly and countless tags were pushed up so quickly they seemed 

to fly. 

[The Gods Descent: God CP [Autumn X Dragon God], we are invincible together like how our love is!!!] 

[The Regal Pair: Royal CP [Xiao Ru X Prince], You are to serve me, never leave me and always return to 

me!] 



[Golden Double C: Jin CP [Ming X Jin], Clipping my wings for you and sending you to fly high.] 

[Silent Night Pair one: Weird CP [Lin X Lou], My loyal dog you are mine for eternity.] 

[Silent Night Pair two: Adorable CP [Xiao Wu X Xiao Tutu], I will play with you even forever.] 

[Shadow Pair: Noble CP [Mo Feng X Qin Wang], The lonely Prince and War freak King.] nov𝑬𝑙𝑢𝒮𝑩/𝗰/o/𝑚 

The program producer was suddenly very excited, “I think we can do something big!” 

Blood Pigeon bewildered. “... What?” 

The program Producer said, “We can change our thinking a bit and actively respond to the fans’ 

demand. In terms of forming groups, the SWAT team is something the audience will get tired of 

watching. We will do CP [Couple Pairing] instead!” 

Puzzled little Blood Pigeon, “I don’t understand?” 

“Tsk. Go asked Lady Xiang. This is why it’s hard talking to straight males. Ah, little fellow, come over. 

Write a plan for the upcoming meeting. First, let’s do the CP Group team building then the group 

performance and couple performance.” The producer said leaving the puzzled Blood Pigeon on his own. 

Chapter 719: 13.20 – Missed Star – CP Variety Show Game 

After a few days of preparation, 6 Pairing from Crossover Variety Show were summoned to attend an 

event. The virtual screen behind them where gags were originally being played on repeat now showed a 

large chunk of narrative. 

‘Crossover Show Team activity short program. Mind and Heart Connection. A cooking showdown. A 

passionate gunfight. Flirting on-screen.’ 

The host said his line, “For this fun competition, we will be divided into two groups. How about Team 

Autumn Dragon vs the Rest? It will be 4 vs. 8.” 

They say Tang Ruan and He Yuu raise their hands in opposition. 

Tang Ruan said, “It’s still unfair.” 

Lou Ye spoke, “Indeed.” While Lin Lan looked at him like a brain-dead idiot. 

Host asked. “How should we split the group then?” 

..... 

He Yuu answered, “2 vs 10. Big Bosses against everyone then we should be able to fight back.” 

Other players, “We approve!” 

The Host and the game staff, “......” 

While looking around, they saw everyone, even Crossover Show’s personnel as well as the rest of the 

guest players nodding their heads in agreement. Then they look at the pairing dubbed God’s Descent. 



Once the groups were decided. The staff passed 500 placards with words written on them. Ye Qiuji and 

Long Xie’s pairing is the Moon Group while the other players are the Sun Group. The first game began. 

Mind and Heart Connection is a guessing game. Sun Group was divided into the guessing team and the 

clue giving team. Guessing team: He Yuu, Jin Yao, Ye Wusheng, Lin Lan, and Qin Wang. CG Team: Tang 

Ruan, Ming Ren, Tu Zise, Lou Ye, and Mo Feng. 

The game host explains the game rules. “Please remember that you can only say a short sentence or a 

word for the Clue. The partners should try guessing as much as they can. You only have a 3 minutes 

limit. Let’s begin. Mind and Heart Connection Game Start!!! Let’s begin with the Sun Group.” 

Cameras for each pairing were allocated to live stream the whole game. The broadcast was given the 

perspective of the pairing and the card held by Ming Ren while the rest of his CG Team were behind him. 

The First word on the Screen says “Chocolate”. 

Tu Zise pointed at him, “My favorite snack.” 

Ye Wusheng quickly answered, “Chocolate.” 

2nd Word: Dormitory 

Tang Ruan: “Current House” 

He Yuu: “Dormitory” 

3rd Word: Sniper 

Ming: “Our position?” 

Jin Yao: “C? (Main Shooter)” 

Ming Ren shook his head. 

Jin Yao: “Sniper” 

4th Word: King 

Mo Feng pointed at Qin Wang without saying anything. 

Qin Wang proudly answered, “King!” 

Mo Feng just sighed afterward. 

But when it’s Lou Ye’s turn to say the clue. 

Lou Ye: “Lan’er the card says Bed. Are we going to buy a new bed?” 

Host, Staff, Audience & Players: “......” 

Lin Lan scolded Lou Ye live on screen: “Idiot! Who told you to read the word!?” 

Because of this Lin Lan and Lou Ye’s Pair were disqualified for this game. 

While on Crossover’s Live stream, scroll comments were progressing normally. 

“God! Yeye is so silly!! Hahahahaha~” 



“I think Lanlan would throw something if he had been holding anything in his hand. AHAHAHA~” 

“Did you see Qin’s proud declaration of the throne? This is our proud king!” 

“The Prince just pointed at you. My King, are there no punishments?” 

“Little Rabbit’s favorite snack is Chocolate? I thought it was supposed to be carrots.” 

“Xiao Wu’s reply is instant. Seems like the one buying snacks is Little Wu. Hahaha!” 

“Xiao Ruru what do you mean by the current house? Is there something else we should know Prince~” 

“Dog Food. Dog Food. It’s raining Dogfood~~~” 

These pairings understood each other quite well. Not long before the 3 minutes limit ended, their team 

was able to guess 200 words. The viewers saw the 200 points on the Sun Group scoreboard and many of 

them wanted to celebrate victory. nov𝐄𝗅𝑢𝕊𝑏.𝒸\o/𝗆 

The host smiled and said, “200 points that were amazing. The usual average answered the question as a 

team is only 100 plus points more. A group of partners really have a higher tacit understanding. Can 

Autumn God and Dragon God from Moon Group surpass these 200 points? I will invite the two of them 

to play!” 

Ye Qiuji and Long Xie walked at the center of the stage. This couple was like Gods descending on earth. 

One looked cold and indifferent while the other wore a mischievous smile on his ethereal face. Both are 

captivating, taking all eyes on and off the stage. The live audience and streaming viewers exploded upon 

their arrival. 

Ye Qiuji caressed Long Xie’s face and said, “A’Xie, you guess, okay?” 

“Okay,” replied Long Xie took his lover’s hand and landed a kiss on it. 

The show venue was covered with screams and the live streams almost froze from the sudden rocket of 

viewers who were sending gifts and comments altogether. Ye Qiuji smiled back at him and made an Ok 

gesture to the host. The guessing session finally began. 

1st card: Bell Pepper 

Ye Qiuji frowned a bit and said, “Veggie.” 

Long Xie answered. “Bell Pepper.” 

It took less than three seconds for the first points to appear on the scoreboard. 

2nd Card: Milk 

Ye Qiuji is still frowning, “Drink.” 

Long Xie answered, “Milk” seeing that his lover is still frowning. 

The audience was bewildered. They couldn’t understand how Dragon God answered with just one word 

from Autumn God. Is it because Autumn God is frowning? What is the reason for a frown? We don’t 

understand!? Explanation, please! 



3rd Card: Dog 

Ye Qiuji started pouting as every word that appeared on the card seemed to be something hates. “Pet.” 

“Dog.” 

Once the 4th Card appeared Ye Qiuji smiled. : Milk Tea. 

“My favorite drink.” 

“Milk tea.” 

“Your favorite drink.” 

“Black Coffee” 

“I’m full.” 

“Tummy rub.” 

Ye Qiuji smiled at him and pointed at him. 

Long Xie replied. “Love.” As his thin lips curved up a bit. 

“Hubby!” 

“Wife!” 

“...” 

Everyone’s thoughts at this moment: ‘What the hell are we watching? We can’t understand what the 

heck is happening here!’ 

The audience watched them with complicated and awed expressions. They were wondering how these 

two couples, be this shameless while being live streaming. On the other hand, the live broadcast finally 

froze, and the live audience was squealing nonstop like lovestruck fans. Some of them even had a 

nosebleed and drool scaring the staff and guards that were preventing them from running toward the 

stage. 

For many questions. Autumn God only needs to say a word or make a short gesture and Dragon God 

could guess. Based on the process, everyone discovered that instead of tacit understanding, you could 

say these shameless pair is almost an old married couple. Everything between them was natural and 

remembered instinctively by their brains. They could even communicate by just staring at each other. 

No words were needed between them. 3 minutes finally ended, surprising the crowd with their score 

that almost answered all 500 cards leaving only a few 20 cards on Autumn God’s hand. Moon Pair 

scored 480 points. 

Tang Ruan sighed after witnessing the whole scene. He then murmured, “As expected...” 

“480 points. If they didn’t flirt in the middle, they would have finished it even faster,” said He Yuu. 

Lin Lan said, “What’s the point of this game anyway? They are just spreading dog food live this time.” 

“Lan’er~ I’m hungry~,” said Lou Ye who was pulling Lin Lan’s sleeves beside him. 



“Wait for a break!” replied Lin Lan, acting tsuntsun once again but he didn’t pull away the sleeves Lou Ye 

is holding. 

..... 

Beside them, Ye Wusheng pulled a chocolate bar and feed Tu Zise whose eyes sparkled seeing his 

favorite snack. Ming Ren is pouting as he rubbed his rumbling tummy. Jin Yao is coaxing the child to wait 

for lunch. Mo Feng is averting his eyes as he felt a piercing gaze on his body by Qin Wang who seems to 

want to swallow him whole. It’s obvious that none of them noticed that they themselves were spreading 

dog food to the viewers. 

The cooking part was the worst. The youngsters’ pair were both young masters that were served ever 

since they were born and never entered the kitchen until today. Their kitchen counter exploded. 

Disqualifying them for the second game. Mo Feng and Qin Wang stood at their kitchen counter not 

knowing what to do but since they were hungry, they made simple food individually. 

At Lin Lan and Lou Ye’s counter, a mess was made because of Lou Ye’s clumsiness and almost wasted all 

their ingredients. Lin Lan finally exploded and kicked Lou Ye out of the kitchen in anger. While at Ming 

Ren and Jin Yao’s counter, Jin Yao was doing the cooking with a tail named Ming Ren who was snacking 

at every moment he could muster. Jin Yao would have to slap his naught hands to prevent the child from 

snacking before the meals were served. 

At Tang Ruan and He Yuu’s counter, they were working together to make batches of meals. They made 

too much and had to share it with the young couple who made the kitchen explode. Lastly is our God 

Couple. When Long Xie was about to follow his wife to the kitchen, he received a glare before he could 

even enter. 

Seeing this unusual exchange from the shameless couple the host interviewed the free Dragon God, 

“Dragon God, why is Autumn God not letting you enter the kitchen? Is there a reason for it?” 

Long Xie took a moment of silence before he answered honestly, “Once... during our vacation, I and 

Qiu’er went to our seaside villa. The villa was newly furnished and there isn’t much furniture. I was 

about to make milk tea for Qiu’er but there’s no tea maker, so I went to the kitchen to boil water.” 

The host asked, “And then...?” 

Long Xie answered, “...The Villa is no more...” 

Host and audience reactions, “...!!!???...” Dragon God! What did you do!? Why did the villa suddenly 

disappear!? 

“When we got back to the villa from the market, we saw him standing in front of the blackened ash 

debris,” said Tang Ruan. 

He Yuu answered simply, “The Boss burned down the Villa. Lady Boss was so angry that he forbids Boss 

to enter any kitchen in the future.” 

The audience looked at Long Xie and saw him averting his eyes, ignoring their gaze. Their thoughts were: 

‘God you are only boiling water for tea. How did it end up with your house being burned together with 

the kettle!?’ 



This Dragon God was prevented from entering the kitchen by his wife the Autumn God because of his 

last attempts of boiling water manually before and for their vacation villa to burn into ashes on the 

same day. Since that time Ye Qiuji never allowed his husband to enter the kitchen. This secret was made 

publicized this day which the people of the star would never forget in their whole life. 

Long Xie in the future was forbidden in any kitchen. Even the military never allowed him to even make 

his own tea since then. Everyone was waiting for Autumn God to finish cooking but even after a few 

hours he still hadn’t finished. The host and viewers thought that Autumn God is not that good at cooking 

as he was taking a lot of time to finish. After 3 hours they heard his calling for Long Xie. 

Ye Qiuji yelled in the kitchen, “A’Xie! Come grab our share!” 

They saw the other players standing up at the same time as Dragon God and looked at them with 

confusion in their eyes. They were all staring at Long Xie. 

Long Xie raised his brows but didn’t stop them, “You can only get your share after Qiu’er give the 

gesture.” Every player nodded their head while grinning. Long Xie entered the kitchen to help his wife 

bring out their dishes. 

By the sideline, the game host and staff were looking at Crossover Show Personnel as they also stood up 

preparing to run towards the kitchen with excitement on their faces. They all looked like hungry wolves 

targeting the kitchen. 

Bewildered the Host asked once again, “E-Eh? Eh? What’s wrong you guys?” 

Blood Pigeon, a good Samaritan answered his question. “Autumn God rarely cooks but every time he 

enters the kitchen, he always makes sure to make everyone’s share.” 

Lady Xiang standing beside Blood Pigeon removed her heels preparing to enter the fray. “The problem 

is... if we don’t get to enter the kitchen before that group of sharks does. There won’t be anything left 

for us.” 

Host, “...???...” 

“In Snowflakes... Autumn God’s cooking is considered as rare as Dragon and Phoenix. In short, it’s 

extremely delicious!” said Blood Pigeon, gearing to jump over the players and control the domain of the 

kitchen. 

Lady Xiang said, “Pigeon, It’s impossible for me to hold back Xiao Ruru and Prince but leave the rest to 

me! Just grabbed by a share of roasted scallions~” 

“Sure~” 

They could see everyone gulping when the lady mentioned food. 

Once Long Xie and Ye Qiuji went out of the kitchen with their share of dishes. Everyone else prepared to 

run to the kitchen at the go gesture from Autumn God. 

With a bright mischievous smile on their face, “The kitchen is now open,” said Ye Qiuji. 



At that moment world war descended within the kitchen and the show had to show advertisements 

because of the chaos and out-of-control commotion on the set. After that day Autumn God’s cooking 

became a legend that many strive for but couldn’t have. 

After all, they have to defeat the Dragon God before they could approach his wife and beg for food. 

Because the Moon Group already won two games, the show has to end with the Gods’ pairing’s victory. 

The CPs were well accepted by the fans skyrocketing each fanbase of each couple. 

Chapter 720: 13.21 – Missed Star – Enemy’s Infiltration 

They have once again returned to their daily lives. Waiting for the next Elimination Match to be 

scheduled, the players were given 2-3 months of vacation while Crossover Variety Show was still 

planning for the next arena to be used. Some players went to Dragon Cosmos to enhance their training. 

Team Silent Night was among the group who entered the Military Regime for their training. 

They were scheduled for 2 months of training and decided to use the last month for rest. Team Autumn 

Dragon was in the same cosmos solely for vacation. He Yuu took his fiancée all over the place. Leaving all 

their work to his elder brother He Ling and Cao Jun. Ye Qiuji on the other hand spends most of his time 

with his husband while doing some of their work together, entering the honeymoon stage where only 

the two are together. 

A month and a half passed. Dragon Palace. Healing Facilities. Ye Qiuji entered a private laboratory with 

the highest security within Dragon Cosmos. This is the laboratory that leads the most famous doctors, 

scientists, and professors in curing Long Xie’s Genetic Code. Today is the day his Third Gene Lock will be 

opened. While laying inside a life capsule for medical purposes, the hatch was still opened as Long Xie 

stared at his wife’s worried expression. He held his hand in comfort. 

Long Xie spoke, “I’ll be back. It’s only two weeks. I promise, Qiu’er.” He coaxed as he kissed the soft 

hand within his palm reverently. 

“Hm~ focus on healing. As for the rest, leave everything to me. I will take the reins while you are 

asleep.” Replied Ye Qiuji with a confident smile on his ethereal face. 

Ye Qiuji lowered his head and kissed his husband. It was a deep, calm, and soothing kiss. Once their kiss 

stopped, Long Xie closed his eyes and entered a deep slumber. Observing for a few seconds, rearranging 

a few strands of Long Xie’s hair covering his face, Ye Qiuji caressed his husband’s captivating features for 

the last time before he closed the hatch of his life capsule. Once the capsule closed the programmed 

subconscious control started. Ye Qiuji watched his husband’s figure within the capsule. Eyes full of 

worry, care, and tenderness with slight hints of worry and distress. Everyone who saw his expression 

could tell how much he worries about Long Xie. They could see how much this person loves their King. 

Taking the lead, He Ling respectfully approached Ye Qiuji. 

He Ling saluted, “Your Highness, please take a rest. Leave his Majesty in our care.” 

..... 

Ye Qiuji answered without moving his eyes from Long Xie’s Life capsule. “No need. Prepare a seat. I will 

stay beside him all the time.” 



Everyone panicked when they heard about that. It seems that their King’s wife wished to stay inside the 

laboratory to personally protect their King but the King left orders to not let Ye Qiuji experience anything 

bad in his presence. Now they heard him saying that he will stay by the King’s side, based on his tone he 

is planning to remain within the laboratory until his other half woke up. 

Cao Jun voiced his disagreement right away. “Your Highness! You can’t! Your Majesty ordered us to 

make sure you will be okay while he’s in slumber. Please think it over.” He kneeled on one knee, 

followed by the others behind him. Even He Ling kneeled but Ye Qiuji showed no response. 

Tang Ruan said, “Lord Autumn. Please don’t tire yourself. I don’t think Lord Long would wish for that.” 

“I can handle it. I am a doctor myself. You can prepare my food outside and call on me, but I will still stay 

here until A’Xie wakes up. Don’t bother me unless it’s an emergency,” replied Ye Qiuji. 

Chen Sian spoke, “Then please at least let me support you. I will stay outside. Once Your Highness will 

eat and bathe, I will take over until you return. For now, please have your breakfast while we prepare 

your sleeping quarters beside Your Majesty’s Life capsule.” 

Hearing words that meet his wants halfway, Ye Qiuji glances at Chen Sian. His fake dull gray eyes glint 

with hints of its original crimson. As his aura turned extremely observant and judgmental making 

everyone feel chill all over their body but Chen Sian remained calm and respectful. 

Chen Sian lowered himself in plead. “Please accept Your Highness. We only wish for this much. This is to 

fulfill Your Majesty’s command to serve Your Highness while he is asleep.” 

Taking a deep breath, Ye Qiuji accepted their request. As this is something his husband planned before 

he entered his slumber. “Sigh~ do as you wish. For now, disperse. Inform me, breakfast.” 

Everyone’s expression brightens when they hear the General agree to their request. This shows how 

much their King could affect this person’s decision. They also send Chen Sian a thankful gaze for his 

successful attempt to convince Ye Qiuji about this. They followed his orders and left him alone to look 

after their King. 

— 

Meanwhile, Outside Dragon Cosmos’ atmospheric sphere within the space, three huge spaceships in the 

invisible mode were hovering above the cosmos. Their spaceships have a familiar crest of white skulls. It 

is obvious that these three ships were notorious bandits of space. The most wanted criminal space 

bandits: White Death. Within the largest spaceship, a man with obsidian hair and eyes sat on the throne 

placed at the center of the ship. With his left eye covered with a black patch, his features were so closely 

familiar that Long Xie thought he looked more mature with few scars and traces on his captivating face. 

This man is the space bandit’s leader, Long Wan. He is the former heir of Long Clan but was cast away 

for his cruelty after massacring his own subordinates and servants for a few casual mistakes. Like 

accidentally spilling his coffee. Entering his room without permission. Going against his orders etc. After 

losing his position as the heir and being cast out, Long Xie took his position but since the latter is only 

born with C-Physique that they turned him over to G-Code Laboratory. That was the beginning of Long 

Xie’s Nightmare. 

Seated on his throne his people kneeled before him, “Is this that the cosmos my ex-little brother owns?” 



“Yes, Milord! According to the coordinates, the Professor left. It is this place.” His subordinate answered. 

Long Wan stared down upon his people who trembled in his overbearing aura. “Contact him. Inform my 

arrival!” 

“Yes, Milord!” his people saluted before dispersing leaving him alone on his throne. 

Long Wan spoke to his system within his thoughts, “Are you sure that the bug [Long Xie] is in this 

system?” 

[Affirmative. Host! This world’s Bug just entered his slumber. Your familiar Professor had successfully 

infiltrated this Cosmos. His position is the closest to the target as planned. It is just that within this 

Cosmos I could feel another outsider. He seems to have noticed as well. ] 

Long Wan chuckles coldly, “Another outsider? Why are there so many in this world? What is the name 

of the outsider in this world?” 

[Answering to Host. The outside is a World Hopper from another subsystem. He took the identity of 

Feng Mo. This world’s Protagonist hidden rival. He is currently using a fake identity as Mo Feng, a player 

in Crossover Virtual Reality Game where the Protagonist is supposed to have met.] 

“Initiate contact with this Feng Mo. Since he had noticed me, he should have received the same task.” 

[In progress, Host. Message Sent waiting for a reply.] 

— 

Dragon palace. Underground Laboratory. 

[Host, outsiders entered the Cosmos premise. A Special Task was added. Reward: 6 Redeeming Mall 

Tickets. New Task: Eliminate or Evict the Outsiders from this World’s x2. Does the host wish to accept 

the task?] 

Hearing Yue’s prompts within his head, Ye Qiuji just raised his eyebrows in surprise but grinned in 

amusement. “I accept. Give me the outsider’s Character profile.” Replied Ye Qiuji to his system. 

[One is Feng Mo. Who used the fake identity, Mo Feng? He accepted the initiated alliance of the others 

outside the King of Space Bandits, Long Wan. This man is your Husband’s Elder brother in this world. 

Please be careful. This Outside Long Wan had the skill to create a familiar. They can take any form. Even 

human forms don’t really have full memories except for the memories injected into them by their 

master. According to the data, Long Wan’s family had longed to infiltrate the people that served Long 

Xie. The host should eliminate the familiar to avoid danger reaching your husband.] nov𝑒𝑙𝓊𝔰𝔟\𝑐\o\𝗆 

Once the breakfast was prepared for Ye Qiuji, Chen Sian came inside followed by He Ling. 

Chen Sian said, “Your Highness. Breakfast is ready for you outside the room. Please let me take over.” 

Respectfully said as he watched Ye Qiuji stand up from his seat while his eyes never once moved from 

Long Xie’s life capsule. He heard him murmuring and decided to listen in silence. 

Ye Qiuji murmured, “It would be better if he didn’t enter the G-Code Laboratory in his life. Chen Sian. 

Former Subject of Mind Interference division in Gene Code Laboratory. The stage you’ve entered is the 



8th Circle Laboratory. The boundary between Average and Normal Genetics. You should have 

experienced your part of hell in the 8th Circle.” 

Chen Sian showed no changes of emotion on his face while He Ling was shocked that Ye Qiuji is 

someone who knew the contents of G-Code Laboratory as if he was someone who experienced it 

himself. Ye Qiuji looked back and observed the two’s reaction to his words. Observing them intently. 

Chen Sian spoke, “Your Highness is someone from the Gene Code Laboratory as well.” 

“Yes.” Replied Ye Qiuji and saw only He Yuu took a vigilant stance against him. “I am the only complete 

scabbard that was successfully made for the only complete sword: Long Xie.” 

He Ling exclaimed in shock. “What!? Y-You are... His Majesty’s... 100% compatibility. Genetic Partner 

(Scabbard).” 

Ye Qiuji commanded, “Professor Chen. Look after A’Xie. I’ll return shortly after breakfast.” 

Chen Sian lowered his head, “As you wish Your Highness.” 

Ye Qiuji who observed enough had closed his mouth and retained his silence. He ignored He Ling’s 

question and prepared to leave. Without them noticing a silver teardrop motif surface under Ye Qiuji 

and Long Xie’s right eye, matching each other. Leaving the laboratory after taking a single look at his 

husband’s life capsule, he then took his temporary leave. He Ling escorted him outside leaving only 

Chen Sian inside the laboratory. A few moments after the two left Chen Sian’s eyes turned lifeless like a 

puppet and touched his terminal to contact someone. 

Chen Sian spoke, “The Villain had left the side of the target. Please initiate the invasion, Master.” He said 

to the opposite receiver of his message. Within the holographic screen, Long Wan’s face was revealed 

with a dangerous and amused smile on his face. 

Long Wan ordered, {Destroy Long Xie’s Soul upon my command, Puppet.} 

Chen Sian monotonously replied. “Yes, Master.” 

Suddenly a siren rang within the whole cosmos. Startling everyone within the land. An announcement 

resounds within the star. 

‘Code Red. Code Red. Dragon Cosmos is under the Invasion of the Space Pirates. I repeat! Dragon 

Cosmos is under the Invasion of the Space Pirates.’ 

‘Civilians, Foreigners, and Guests please head to the Secured Facility while our soldiers eliminate the 

enemies. I repeat. Civilians, Foreigners, and Guests please head to the Secured Facility while our soldiers 

eliminate the enemies.’ 

Chaos befalls within the Cosmos. People were running around with urgency to escape and hide. Some 

soldiers escorted special guests like Ye Wusheng. Within the Training Facilities, the training system shut 

down surprising the trainees and their instructors. As soon as the siren was heard their instructors 

commanded them to follow their orders without question. Within the Training Ground of Team Silent 

Night, once the system shut down, the members gathered. 

Tu Zise exclaimed, “W-What is happening!?” 



 


